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of fire apparatus
(he tUiisSr.g of
state publicly that the writer never
had been married, except to Queen
xurrjtng through the district In an
endeavor to larn lhe sourVe of the
Mary and that he would have attend
flr added 10 the excitement of the
ed the proceedings to give his testiHE fs NOT A LADIES' MAN
ihound a ho hurried m bite faced
mony except that' it wa unconstitu
Seattle, . wasn., Feb. 1. What is
from rrurea of office buildings. Pan
tional for him to do so.
said to have been the greatest po
ics occurred in a number of down town
litical demonstration ever made by
office building, which shook as if
POOR CHILDREN TO SEE TAFT
women In th United States took
from earthquake, and the employes
Washington, Feb. 1. President Taft
place late yesterday when tho new
and tenants made a mad rush for the
"Miss Martha Barry
promised
today
ly enfranchised female voters filled
elevators and stairways. Great dam- that 'on his southern tour in March
DOWN TOWN DISTRICT IN NEW site was done the government Immi OPINION
COMMIT. the Grand theater and the Seattle PUBLISHER OF LIBELOUS ARTICLE he
REGARDING
would visit the Barry school near H. R. PATTENGILL DISTINGUISHED
theater to listen to speeches In faor
YORK IS BADLY SHAKEN
TEE'S PLAN OF FINANCING
SENT TO PRISON FOR
gration station at Kills Island. Hun
Rome, Ga.. It is an industrial school
EDUCATOR, TELLS OF OUR
of the recall of Mayor Hiram C. 'Jill
dreds of windows were mashed and
UP
A YEAR
founded by Miss Barry for poor boyB
PROJECT UNANIMOUS
' SHOOLS
election
AND TOWN
and
the
of
George W. Dillonmany employes were cut by fragments
and girls. The itinerary of the presi
Women
at
both
presided
torn
meetings
of gUiSA. Three great holes were
dent's trip is practically complete.
GREAT SINGER BUILDING In the hall where Immigrants are In- BUSINESS MEN A UNIT FOR IN and women were the principal ."ra- AS TO MORGANIC MARRIAGE
here the night of March 8, and JUST LIKE MICHIGANDERS
Leaving
ters. So great was the attend wee
lected but fortunately no Immigrants
March 19, he will visit An
returning
that scores were tnrned away, un
ON"
ROCKS
ITS FOUNDATION were In the hall.
PROBABLY
NOT
OVER
PROVES
THREE able to crowd into the theaters. In fUal rivjELY
THERE dereon, S. C; Atlanta, Ga.; the Barry ARE THE
JOLLY BOYS AND GIRLS
The whole front of Henderson's
school; Chattanooga, Tenn.; Sewanee,
CAUSING PANIC AMONG TENWAS NO TRUTH IN STORY
MEN IN DISTRICT OPPOSED
all 22,000 women are registered for
HE FOUND IN THE HIGH
seed store in Copland street was
Cincinnati
lenn.; Nashville, Tenn.;
ANTS AND EMPLOYES
OF jNION
TO PLAN
the recall election and it is expected
blown In, and many windows In the
and Cleveland, O., in order.
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.,
the
of
that
them
percentage
votH
Hudson terminal buildings were shat
be
greater than the percent. t
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SEVERAL REPORTED KILLED tered.
QUEEN, MARY THE ONLY ONE THEY STOOD FOR THE MILKMAN CITY OF
SUCCESS IS NOW ASSURED of
registered men.
BEAUTIFUL HOMES
The great Singer building rocked
Tacoma, Wash., Feb. 1. A verdict
and panic stricken tenants swamped
of
'
not
was
returned in fifteen
guilty
STORY
DAMAGE TO PROPERTY CONSISTS the elevators for a time.
OF
ATTACHMENT
TO
COUNCIL WILL HAVE SPLENDID
RACING DOOMED IN OAKLAND
minutes late yesterday in an assault AND THE MOST ' DELIGHTFIll
BRITISH
LARGELY OF BROKEN GLASS
ADMIRAL'S DA UGH- -'
SUPPORT FROM PROPERTY
Oakland, Calif., Feb. 1. The doom
Captain I Lamb of the dynamite
case by a jury composed of six
PLACE TO LIVE THAT HE
IN BUILDINGS
TER ALL A FAKE
boat escaped death but he Is badly
of racing , was pronounced today.
OWNERS OF DISTRICT
women. The trial resulted from an
SAW IN WEST
hurt. William Nelon, employed on
Secretary Treat of the New Califor
argument between Archer Borchart
was
boat
also seriously Injured.
the
"The sewer system will be built,' nia Jockey Club announced that in . London, Feb. .1. Edward F. Myllus, and Karl Betchart,
an
Las Vegas as a school center and
Reports from Connecticut and New said Mayor K. D. Goodall this morn view of the new law whioh makes charged with
milk
New York, Feb. 1. The first
dealer.
The
women
in
jurors de a place of residence offers
circulating
Liberator,
many adJersey towns show the country was Ins. "This statement can be taken betting of any kind Impossible, the a small
estimate of the loss of life as
in Paris, a cided that the assault made by the vantages not to be obtained in many
paper
published
ex
shaken
for
the
miles
around
will
be closed on the 15th of
by
milk dealer had been provoked by cities
the result of today's dynamite
as final and authoritative. The plan track
of many times its size, is the
'
plosion. Undoubtedly
heavy flnan or the Citizens' committee has met the present., month. Most of the defamatory libel against King George, Borchart.
definit
explosion, approaching
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opinion
a
betoday
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has been canned.
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ness, was made by Vl'oe-Prethorough endorsement that horses how quartered here will be fore Justice Alverstone and
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educator
Michigan
sentenced
and
pubto
Juarez.
sent
dent Besler of the Central Rail
there is no doubt but that it can be
lisher of one of the leading school
to one year imprisonment The editor
road of New Jersey, who said
has
successful
put into
operation, it
of Liberator is Edward H. James, a
journals of that state. Mr. Pattengill
:T that from
ten to twelve men
been shown forcibly that Las Vegas
SENATOR BORAH
was in Las Vegas several months ago
who formerly practiced in the
lawyer,
at
the. end of the
working
people want a sewer system and it NEW YORK
a tour of the territory. Read
United
States:
The
during
GETTING
article
published
will be constructed for them at the
pier when the explosion occurr- what he has to Bay about Las Vegas
revived the story that his majesty
ed, are missing and are believed
FOR STATEHOOD least possible' expense."
in his paper, "Moderator Topics."
while Prince of Wales, contracted a
to be dead. Five others are
In the list of '(endorsers of the
Laa Vegas is an old and Important
with
REMARKABLY
the
morganatic
GOOD
marriage
daugh
sewer construction
fatally wounded. From ninety 4
plan are the
of the territory. The word vve-gater
a
of
city
British
SO
SAYS
admiral
at
SENATOR
Malta:
NORRI3
f to one hundred men on the pier WRITES LAS VEGAS FRIEND HE names of several members of the city
means meadows. It la prettily
was
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to
set
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rest
and
brought
BROWN
IN
ATTACK ON ILcouncil.
f at the time were all more or
With the mayor at the
situated close to the mountains and is
IS PLEASED WITH THE
IF
- for all time thta story involving the
PROPOSED
LAWS
ARE
ENACTAll
were
less
LINOIS
Polish
STATESMAN
injured.
f
head of the movement and the council
divided by a small and thirsty stream
.
king.
CONSTITUTION
ED, GRAFTERS WILL HAVE
f laborers. The total number of
wonrlng with him, there is little doubt
into 'old' and 'new Laa Vegas. The
crown
The
a
was
represented
by
thourun
will
into the
f injured
TO MOVE
but that contracts will be let and work
Washington, Feb. 1. That Senator old part bespeaks the Spanish-Amer- i
brilliant
of
but
the William Lorimer of Illinois had full
counsel,
array
4
Early statehood for New Mexico Is begun in the early spring.
f eands.
can civilization very definitely. The
prisoner elected to defend himself. He
advocated by Senator W. E. Borah
It has been impossible as yet to
Albany, N. Y Feb. 1. The en demanded the presence in court of knowledge of the bribery by which it low,
square,
la charged his' election was procured adobe houses are
of Idaho. Senator
In the Interview every property owner in
Borah,
numerous, althnmrh
of
una
drastic
accuser
his
was
actment
the
but
this
corrupt
king,
practices
New York, Feb. 1. Towering office
was asserted by Senator Norris Zrown there are many fine residences and
course of a personal letter to his the proposed sewer district. Howev law
maximum penalty of ten constitutional and Chief Justice
a
with
buildings of the down town district in
of Nebraska in a speech in the senate
er, there have been found not more
surrounding yards of green. One of
told the prisoner that he
New York were rocked to their very friend, Fred E. Burgan, who recent than two men who are
This-wa step in advance of the largest wholesale mercantile ea- to years' imprisonment and $5,000 fine
opposed
knew this to be the case. Sir Rufus today.
foundation this morning by the explo- ly came her from Idaho to engage the
any that has been taken on the sub tablishments in New Mexico, that of
plan of sewer building as pro for the failure of any legislator to
Isaacs In opening the prosecution said
sion of the dyuaiulte boat Catherine In the practice of ,)iw, toys:
result in the Charles Ilfeld company, has Ua
posed by,' the Citizens' ('ommitfee. o reibrv imnipa,jHl-K"anject and t acceptcL-woulto
"
0?
attempt
was
.not the faintest vestige
there
C, lying at tb foot ot Henderson
I hare only (lanced casually over far, not a prominent business man
expulsion
central house In tho old town.- - v, ....
or
Influence
the
his
and
vote,
buy
truth, in the statements of Myllus, that
street, Jersey City. The cause ot the the constitution adopted for New has . declined to' subscribe to Uie
saW the relations between
Mr.
Brown
The public school here Is a large
In
of
Insurance
Are
reform
adoption
the kins was not at Malta in 1890,
explosion has not been learned. The Mexico, but it seems to me that
plan.
laws of the state, are recommended the year in which the aliased morgan Lorimer and Minority Leader Lee Obuilding presided ov,er in a
it
Catherine C was demolished, the pier
Some inquiry developed as to the In a
Neil Browne were such as to render masterly manner by Miss Anna Rleve.
the
report
lengthy
by
Is
new
a
legisla
one
mate
the
was
and
and
atic marriage
good
consummated,
It certain that Mr. Lorimer had been Las Vegas proper is a substantia! and
wrecked, and many other boats lying
disposal of the sewage that will be tive investigating committee to the was never
there after 1888 until after
advised as to Browne's oper rather pretty town. The courthouse is
nearby badly damaged. Several per- ought to be admitted promptly, and carried away by the system. It may legislature today. Drafts of proposed
positively
his marriage with the present Queen ations.
sons are reported killed and a num I think It will be. I shall be very be explained here that tjhe city new laws are included with the
a creditable building. A Carnes e lMary. It would also be known, he
He said lack of the betrayal of its ibrary accupiea the center of an entire
ber injured, but the exact number can glad to lend what Influence I have plans to construct a disposal works
The" Investigating icommlttee
Adof
neither
the
that
daughter
trust by the Illinois legislature on a block, covered with a fine growth of
not yet be learned. Broadway and in that direction."
which will cleanse the sewage of appointed by the legislature of 1910 said,
miral Seymour, Mrs. Napier, to whom wholesale
scale was the "silent and grass. It may be said here that this
Is deposit- found abundance of evidence of
before
matter
Church streets from Fulton street
it
poisonous
graft, the king is alleged to have been mar
Senator Borah Is a member of the
Iron hand behind scenes," said Mr. city has many trees and lawns. The
ed in a stream.
south were showered with glass, broof
which
ben
made
have
allegations
nor her sister, who is dead, ever Brown.
senate committee on education and
additional names in connection with the payment by ried,
ken from hundreds of windows. The
"Knowing all that waa being public school houses of Las Vegas are
Today several
to Malta before 1893. Later Adwnt
educational
is
the
favor
to
said
done for him by his agents and
were added to the list of sewer boost- the state of beet sugar bounty, the
shock of the explosion caused a num
miral Seymour gave such evidence.
to if not directing their every
ber of fire alarms to be sprung, and clauses In the constitution of New ers. Tomorrow the list will be more passage of the anti-rac- e
(Continued on Page Four)
track gamAfter sentence waa passed. Sir Ru- act was Mr. Lorimer himself. He deMexico. People' of the territory will than doubled In size. If you dsire bling law and the milk laws.
a
read
letter
fus
frQm King George, clared
that a wrong judgment in this
be glad to learn that he will lend a sewer system in Las Vegas and
authorizing the attorney general to case was "likely to mean and ought
satmost
It
to
see
in
the
built
wish
GREATER CAUTION
his assistance toward immediate ad
ARCHBISHOP WILL
A RICH ESTATE AT AUCTION
to mean eventually the end of the senmission of New Mexico Into the
'
New York, Feb. 1. The realty
ate."
company of the states.
holdings comprising the estate of UNPRECEDENTED
SHOULD DE USED
SENATORIAL FIGHT
TOUR CONTINENT
the late Mary Goodwin Plnkney and
A BIG GAME PROMISED'
ACTIVE
REVOLUTIONISTS
originallys known as the Watt farm,
Lincoln, Neb., Feb. 1. Athletic Man
Las Cruces, N ,M., Fe. 1. Much
are to be partitioned
by auction.
IN
TEXAS
HEAT
MERCHANTS
STREET
MERRILY
ON
ager
GOES
Eager of the University of Neb BRIDGE
ANNOUNCEMENT
In
Las
Cruces
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caused
excitement
THE
MAKES
When Miss Plnkney died December
from
the
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raska
report
COMPLAIN
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SPEED
OF
today
8, 1908, estimates were made of the
Sunday night by revolutionists callWHILE VISITING IN LAS
and
Nebraska
that
Ann
Mich.,
Arbor,
AUTOMOBILES
reMexicans
to
value of her real estate, whljh Ining upon all patriotic
VEGAS TODAY
FRUIT TREES AND VIOLETS ARE Michigan had concluded arrangements
turn to Mexico, fight for their rishig balloting in new york and cluded several entire blocks
an 4
TO for a football game to be played at
AND DAMAGE
BLOOMING
'
Colorado' today leaves
and overthrow Diaz.
"Too speedy," is the way residents
large plots in Harlem, besides proLincoln probably on November 25. and
Archbishop Pitival was here today
IS
FEARED
CROP
FRUIT
One of the speakers said: "Madero
merchants of Bridge iStreet dereal
further
downtown.
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perty
situation
unchanged
from his headquarters in Santa Fe, will
The only hitch in the arrangements, scribe the
value of the property probably Is
the automobiles
give every man $."00 kg soon ;s
way
of
Catholic
the
of
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was the date for
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Diaz is overthrown if you will go t..
1. The South- Manager Eager said,
near
ten
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to
,
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The
that
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Tex.,
sweep
up
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No
resultelection
visit
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Tiia Vetras. The archbishop's
the contest.
Mexico and Join his army."
street is narrow and traffic in it is
an
west
is
for
States
ed
ballot
unprecedented
United
at
enduring
and
today's
only
was informal
There was much enthusiasm shown senator.
often congested.Yesterday,' accord
Mayor Speer of Denver
heat wave. Yesterday's temperature
A MOTOR TRUCK EXPLODED
The prelate is much loved by the
RYAN DYING
natives and many lgnl
ARCHBISHOP
a
the
to
among
street
merchant, a
ing
one
archdiotwo
linage
from
of
votes,
the
coming
gained
New York, Feb. 1. A motor deliv- reached 93 degrees above at Fort
priests and clergy
Philadelphia, Feb. L Archbishop wuinan was obliged to drive her
up to go.
McKenzie of Custer, who gained fame ery
owned
cese and he enjoys making visits to
and driven by A. Worth. Fruit trees and violets are
truck,
111
for horse and buggy clear up on the
It is unlawful for any public mett yesterday by casting the first vote ever
Ryan, who has been seriously
Pell of 451 West Fifteenth street, in bloom In eastern Texasthem.. Archbiiajhop Pitival Is plan
This
for
is sidewalk In order to avoid a collion
heart
with
held
except
some
to
time
be
weakness,
Sunday
ing
recorded for a woman, Mrs. Kathenne took fire today and exploded. Flying
ning, it Is said, to spend part of this
no one bothered
for
are
but
"We
waiting
"Norther"
a
sion with a big auto A sharp turn
worship,
may
the
slowly
sinking.
of
public
time
year
for
senator.
Cook,
year in Europe, visiting persons and these men.
fragments littered Fifth avenue and
the end," was the statement, at h" in the road near the Las Vegas hoswhere
some
at
zero
for
weather
seen
make
points
not
Seventy-fiftstreet. Several persons
iplaces he has
cathedral residence today.
pital is said to have been the scene
Nothing Doing in New York
years. For this reason, it is not
awaiting the passage of the funeral the grass now, carpets the earth.
accia couple of almoet-seriou- s
of
be
N.
here
1.
No election procession of Inspector McCafterty Great damage to fruit trees is feared
during
Y., Feb,
Albany,
likely that he will
dents
the autos coming
recently,
of
COMPANY
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fie
PULLMAN
the
administer
weather
at
ballot
for
to
to
cold
States
United
sure
is
today's
the. spring
narrowly escaped injury. Two men as there
around the turn and striking buggies
senator.
WEALTHY ATHLETE
in the
confirmation.
car were slightly burned.
before the advent of real spring.
before the occupants of' the two veMAKES SLIGHT CHANGE
hicles .knew danger was near. There
A PROFESSIONAL is no kick on the autos using reasonTELEPHONE LINE
EXTENDING
able speed but a little more caution
Vaughn, N. M. Feb. 1. Work, on LAS VEGAS WILL RECEIVE LITTLE
should
be observed by many drivthe long distance telephone line be
W. BARBOUR - RULED
WARREN
BENEFIT FROM REDUCTION
tween this town and Duran Is being
ers, say a number of Las Vegas peoOUT OF AMATEUR CLASS BY
been set
OF BERTH RATES
ple who have narrowly escaped be,hpi raDidly. Poles havemiles
DR. J. M. CUNNINGHAM.
M. M. PADGETT.
SIMON BACHARACH.
from
A. A. A. ASSOCIATION
four
to
Epris,
Duran
from
ing run over.
S. B. DAVIS, JR.
ISAAC BACHARACH.
H. C. SMITH. f
Linemen will begin stringBeginning today the Pullman com
Vaughn.
E.
G.
40
HERMAN
miles
MURPHEY.
ILFELD.
Willard,
reduction
tomorrow.
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C. C. ROBBINS.
W. GOLD SEEKERS HAVE LEFT NOME
.
New York, Feb. L Warren
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ing wires
A. M. ADLER.
J. S. DUNCAN, SR.
.
who
millionaire
west of Duran, will be the next point in rates. The reductions cover much
the
athlete,
CLARENCE IDEN.
Washington, Feb. 1. The populaBarbour,
J. C. JOHNSEN.
M. N. CHAFIN.
amateur
tion
on the line, work to be commenced of the territory over which Pullman
held
of Nome, Alaska is two thousand
the
has
heavyweight
CECILIO ROSENWALD.
C. V., HEDGCOCK.
F. J. GEHRING,
United six hundred, compared with twelve
of
the
as soon" as Duran and Vaughn are cars are operated. The changes made
championship
boxing
'
"
FRANK SPRINGER.
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connected.
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DR.
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,
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All
upper
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a
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Washington,
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In
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LUDWIG WILLIAM ILFELD.
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berth
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"Washington, Feb. 1. Rear Admiral
court
of
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committee
Los
States
Angeles,
United
th
the
to
O.,
of Lancaster,,
DR. E. L. HAMMOND.
HARRY W. KELLY.
', R. J. TAUPERT.
minimum rate
last Monday night at an unsanction- commanded tha Atlantic, fleet on the
court of customs appeals to succeed $6.50 insead of $7. The
O.
F.
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.HENRY G. COORS.
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F.
II.
ttS
is
berths
lower
on
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standard
ed exhibition in Cooper's gymnasium last leg of the round the world cruise,
who
Judge William H..Hunt,
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Garretson cold in the first round. monia.
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REVEALED IN AN ENTIRELY NEW LIGHT
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WHOLESALE MERCHANTS
and Dealer In
WOOL. HIDES and PELTS

New York, Feb. 1. The real trag- from giving rebates. The Elklus ac: it was his duty to get business for rate the cat was out of the bag and in having violated the federal Injunc--!
the road; that he had lost a lot of the carefully planned surprise was tion previously referred to was loudly
edy connected with Paul Morton's un- was approved February 19, 1903.
Mr. Morton became
business by refusing to pay rebates, largely spoiled.
demanded.
timely end was not Ills death, but
the fact that he had been for so long in charge of trafflo of the Saira Fe but there was some traic to which
Rebates Paid Against His Orders
All Rush For Cover
subjected to bitter and malicious mis January 1, 1896. He soon discovered the line was rightfully entitled that
Houses at East Las Vegas, N. M.. Albuquerque, N. M.,
was another kind The facts were that Immediately on
However,
there
representation and that he died be that while his road was hauling 35 he could not afford to lose, in justice of a
' Tucumcari, N. M., Pecos, N. M., Logan, N. M.,
issuance
of
the
thia
most
injunction, which
surprise for Judge Day and
fore the people generally understood per cent of the livestock from the to the shareholders, and in those inwit- he had himself suggested, Mr- - Morthe
of
Commissioners
when
the
Trinidad, Colorado.
the exact nature and full extent of west to the Kansas City slaughter stances he had paid rebates when the nesses
ton lad instructed all of his subordone
went
on
stand
the
and,
his services to the public The man- houses it was hauling only 2 per cent business could be secured in no other
the other, admitted that they inates, both verbally and in writing,
ner In which he rehabilitated and re- of the dressed meats to the eastern way. But, as he explained to Mr. after
BAIN WAGOKS, thm Beat Farm Wagon made
had
secret rebates to the pack- to comply with it literally, in both
paid
stored confidence in the Equitable markets, although it had no jnore Roosevelt, he had always been opposletter
and
and
ers
that
and
East
must
there
that their connections,
spirit
Raclne'Saltley Oo., Vehicle; Ma vajo Blanket
Life in a very short time, in the. face competition In the east than In the ed to these discriminations and he
in be no more discriminations of any
In
them
shared
had
and
West,
of difficulties which few men would west and gave as good servlro as had finally decided to take the step
kind. The arrangement with the Col.
to the hau!
have faced with pleasure, stamped him any other line. There were t wo rea which presente the only way of se- proportion
orado Fuel & Iron company had been
the
in
railroad
Mr. practically every
elimination.
their
as a man 'of. unusual executive ability sons for this discrepancy. Ons wns curing
entered Into by Mr. Biddle, the freight
had
been
The
country.
Investigation
and high ideals; but even in the face that the roads which handled 98 per Roosevelt heartily commended him.
traffic manager of the oad, in 1901,
Whatconverted
cover.
a
for
into
rush
"That is the right thing to do and
of this accomplishment he was vin- cent of the packing house business
before the Issuance of the injuncever
de
was
differences
in
there
the
dlctlvely pursued with false stories were paying rebates, which the Saatn the brave thing to do," he said. "It gree of the offense which
tion or the passage of the Elkins law.
adall
they
of
means
breaking up
concerning the "crime" which he was Fe refused to do; the other was that is the only
mitted was in favor of Mr. Morton, To maintain a market for the coalJ
WHOLESALE DEALERS- alleged to have committed In the mat Mr. Morton had Incurred the ill will the system. When I was police com- for he
from the properties located on the
cut
the
he
when
that
testified
of the packers by his persistant fight missioner of New York I learned that
ter of railroad rebates.
rate on packing house products, to Santa Fe the coal, company and the
It is the history of this country against rebates for by that time the you could not close up the saloon on
meet the unfair competition of other railway company made very low rates
that the men who have done the most war had become bitter and he was the corner and leave open the one lines after
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departing from, their pub- But, entirely i aside from the legal
So long as he lived It could not be some of the officials, as they had and where the rebates went He ad- lished
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In packing house pro- question Involved in the case, there
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told, for, content wllb what he had done for years, defended the system mitted that he had paid rebates In ducts and
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of was nothing to show that Mr. Morton
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On the contrary it was
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injunction
for him. His own conscience wm the of the big concerns. It was not long, act, and while the payment of rebates on March
9, 1903, the United States Roosevelt and Mr. Moody, the then
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only thing he ever reckoned w!fc, ihowever, until the packers compelled
supreme court decided in a case invol- attorney general, that it was continued
and he was satisfied to let time the weak lines to resume the payment merce Commeslon law it was not
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which
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up by
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had been assigned to them, and es- large shippers and had seen their ity
The fact is that almost from the tablished rates again went to pieces. trafflo go to competing lines, the of- time the order was made. The su- tariff printing bureau as an illegal
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long, before they were prohibited by ond conference of the traffic officials, with him to obey the law.
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bates.
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he
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expressed it
Made Packers His Enemies
general shipper and to the public. been, and it was again renewed at a the system, and there seemed no
yielded to the influence of interests
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Harvesters, Storers and Distributors of Natural Ice, the purity and
From the day that Mr, Morton told which could be dictated to by the
by Mr. Mor- other way' to do it As the Interstate
them were the large shippers who ton. At this meeting he warned the Commerce law was
lasting
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Trust
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story
practically inoperliterally clubbed the railroads into other officials that if they broke faith ative,
Douglas Avenue.
lack of authority to forced the other railroads out into to the attorney general- - Mr. Moody
through
paying them. For years Mr. Morton with him again he would fight them punish violations of
it, he suggested the open he was made the target for after a thorough Investigation report
fought these discriminations, whether with their own weapons and "would that with the payment of rebates es- a vicious attack
by the big packers ed to the president that "there Is not
In favor of individuals or localities, go further than
would venture," tablished the best way to put a stop who had been deprived of a large a syllable of testimony that Mr. Ripthey
In railway meettngB all over the enleaving them to infer what they to
would be for the commission source of dishonest revenue through ley, the president of the road, or Mr.
tire country. The only man "who pleased, but with his mind well made to them
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secure
an injunction restraining the abolition of rebates. They felt Morton, then one of the
stood with him from the start was
up as to what course he would pur the western roads from
had any connection whatever
departing no resentment toward the other ofE. P. Ripley, then general
freight sue. He told them that secret rebates from their
published tariffs In the ficials, for it was recognized that they with the departure from the published
agent of the , B. & Q. railway, of were iniquitous from every
point of
to protect themselves, so they rates in favor of the Colorado Fuel &
which Mr. Morton was assistant gen- view and that he was determined to transportation of packing house pro- had
ducts and grain, the
commodities directed all of the venom at Mr. Mor-,to- Iron company, or that they knew or
eral freight agent. Together
and continue his
was
fight on them until they which then were responsible for most
Througb uheir press bureaus suspected that transportation
alone Mr. Ripley and Mr. Morton were abolished.
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carried on for a long while what seema new idea and he acted on it Mr. ods they caused him to be hailed as manner different from that prescribBroke "Gentlemen's Agreement"
ed to be a hopeless campaign for reMorton told him he was willing to the great rebater and sought to hold ed by the open and published rate."
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com it was charged, about the time he en- court In the Missouri Pacific, case it
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Day
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binding than before. It was, of course,
brought them
mission to order another inquiry into tered Mr. Roosevelt's cabinet as sec- appeared that the injunction which
only a verbal agrement, for no writ
later on as president and
the
alleged rate discriminations. retary of the navy, July 1, 1904, that the Santa Fe was alleged to have vioof the Atchison, Topeka & ten agreement could be entered into
that one of the commission- the Santa Fo had paid secret rebates lated in thia matter was without any
Knowing
without running afoul of the SherSanta Fe.
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every
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vari- the passage of the' Elkins act.
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of the Santa Fe when continued, and President Roosevelt re-When Mr. Morton had satisfied him- present which might prove important.
as well as in his advocacy of effetcive
With full confidence in Judge Day, these alleged rebates were paid, and
'governmental regulations of the rail- self as to this fact his first step Chairman
Martin A. Knapp ordered ihis prosecution for contempt of court
(Continued on Page Seven)
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road which was paying the largest Chicago, January 7, 1902-- , The highIn his testimony before the Indus- rebates. He notiifed the other lines est traffic officials of most' of the
western lines were summoned for extrial Commission in 1899, he said:
of the reduction and made the new
"Transportation is a public service rate apply to all shipments in that amination. Mr. Morton was put down
and the charges are In the nature of particular classification, instead of near the bottom of the list of wit'
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nesses, in the hope that some of the
packers, as
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month Vinson will celebrate mance, paused a moment, Fate, exemSan Antonio,, Tex., Feb. 1. Addi Robert
; Next
high. Thus In tjhe school the
of
Sporlede,r, Secretary.
Invited. W. R. Tipton, G. K.;
formerly
his first plrthday anniversary. Among plified by the turn of a nickel, stepped girls meet the same hlh conditions tional evidences of the manners and New York City, and now residing at
E. P. Mackel. F. S.
DORADO
EL
LODGE
NO.
1,
The
in.
As a consequence. Miss Clddie that they afterward meet outside.
the "toys" that will be waiting for
customs of a
race have Silver City where he is Improving his
KNIGHTS OF PYTHIAS Meets I. O. O.
him when his friends drop in with Wirt of Garden City, Kan., affianced school begins in September, when
F, LA8 VEGA8 LODGE NO. 1
health with the delightful open-ai- r life
on
been
unearthed
Tamsel
the
Monday
every
just
Meets every Monday evening at
their mammams and nurses to offer bride of Count Hugo Leal of Brazil, the other schools begin. It requires
of this country.
evening In Casriver near Tamplco, Mexico. These
their hall on Sixth street AU visitfelicitations will be a tiny French au- did not
about a year for a girl to reach
tle
Hall. Visiting
marry Harry Williams, of
were
to
workmen
of
brought
light by
ing Brethren cordially invited to atproficiency,
satisfactory standard
tomobile, said to be the emalles highKnights are cortend, Carl Wertz, N. G.; A. T.
Hiivlne completed a year at school who are engaged in laying out an oil ELECTION RETURNS
class car ever constructed. The order Hutchinson Sunday.
Invited.
dially
and
consist
line
of
and
of
"Won't
Cid?"
asked the elrl Is given a certificate
pottery
Rogers, V. G.; T. M. El wood, Secrepro pipe
you marry me?,
was placed with one of the best
Geo. A. Fleming,
human bones. Among the bones are
tary; w. E. Crites, treasurer; C. V.
several Williams in the Hotel Baltimore the ficiency.
known foreign factories
of .Rec
IN
ARE
COMING
SLOW
Keeper
skulls.
several
Acareful
examination
arts
Hedgcock, cemetery trustee.
The high school of practical
months ago and the car Is now on its other night. Miss Wirt, according to
ords and SeaL
Its of these revealed a great difference
LAS VEGAS CAMP NO. 13779 MODway to this city. It was costly, and her own story, flipped a nickel to de has inside of four years outgrown
when
cannot
compared with those of the so FAR CONSTITUTION'S TOTAL
ERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
although it is but 60 inches in length cide whether she would marry Mr, quarters twice and at present
meet the demand made, by hundreds present day. That the skulls belong.
Meets the second and fourth TuesVOTE IS
snd 28 in height It has a model en Williams immediately.
BALDY LODGE NO. 77, FRATERNAL
'
"No," said the nickel at the first flip. of girls for amission. This school was ed to a long forgotten race there can
UNION OF AMERICA Meets first
days of each month in the W. O. W.
IS NOW 18,113
gine that can drive it along a. 40
started four years ago under discour hardly be any doubt. The eminently
hall at 8 p. m. Christopher Clay,
and third Wednesdays of each
miles an hour. It has. all the appur "No," again.
Eleven times, was the coin flipped. aging conditions. In the Lyceum Hall receding forehead, even to its almost
month at Fraternal Brotherhood
tenances that go with luxurious au
Worthy Advisor; Geo. Laemmle,
Santa Fe, N. M., Feb. 1. Corrected
which was
entire disappearance,
Each
time came the ominous "tails.' Building, Meetinghouse Hill.
machine
a
is
Clerk. Visiting neighbors are cortnmobiles. It
halt A.
F. M.; W. A.
perfect
returns
of
vote
for
Hayward,
the
and
the
against
"It's no use," said Miss Wirt. "We
It had an entering class of 75 mem- characteristic of the race which once constitution cast January 21 are now Glvens, Secretary. Visiting memfor a baby, made along the ltne3 used
invited.
dially
can't get married tonight." And three ho and five instructors. There are inhabited this continent, is much in in the
bers
Invited.
for those of grown up folks.
cordially
554
from
with
city
precincts
DENTISTS.
It seats four little folks, so that the hours of argument by Mr. Williams now about 700 pupils in. the Sarah J, evidence in the skulls found. The still 15 or 16 precincts to be heard B. P. O. ELKS Meets second and
In
marked
a
resembles
found
and
effect.
no
pottery
bad
Lyceum
to
Baker "School, Roxbury,
tear old vounsr man will be abla
from. The vote from these 554 pre
fourth Tuesday evening of each
F. R. LORD .
Miss Wirt came with her mother six Hall Building, Meetinghouse Hill, and degree much of the ancient pottery cincts
is as follows: For the consti
give his chums a ride.
month at O. R. C. hall.
DENTIST
Visiting
of
museum
in
shown
in
the
the
to
trosseau
Ctyy
a
bridal
considerably
have
the corps of instructors
Put a little car and big chauffeur weeks ago
tution, 31,366; against the constitu
Brothers are cordially invited. J. K.
Office Plonssr Building
In
some
was
found
Mexico
which
authorities
and
at
have
school
The
look
apartemnts
prepared.
They
augmented.
would never do, so Mr. McLean
tion, 13,253, making a majority for the
i
Rooms S and 4
Martin, Exalted Ruler; D. W. Conare wondering where they will find of the mounds of the mound builders. constitution of 18,113. The total vote
ed around and finally found the last 3011 East Seventh.
don,
Office Phone Main 57
Secretary.
number
were
a
articles
other
with
to
sail
Among
had
Wirt
Miss
planned
cast in these 554 precincts was 44,619.
necessity for the complete outfit.
Residence Phone 418
NO
of pieces which looked more like chil
to Brazil about March 25.
FRATERNAL, BROTHERHOOD,
Although he has the appearance of her mother
DON'T WAIT
102
tha'n
else.
Meets
at
dren's
married?"
be
Monday
every
to
anything
"Are you going
night
playthings
OR. E. L. HAMMOND
child the chauffeur is well advanced
their hall In the Schmidt building
When cleared of the mud these were
I
Miss Wirt was asked.
DENTIST
,
Take Advantage of an East Las Vegas found to be highly polished and of
vest of Fountain Square, at eight Suite 4. Crockett Bulldinz. Hu
"Sure." she said.
o'clock. Visiting members are cor
different shapes, most of them being HYOMEI CURES CATARRH WITH
Citizen's Experience Before It's
"To the Brazilian count?"
phones at office and residence.
e
and circular with a small hole
dially welcome. Fred Philips, presiToo Late
OUT STOMACH DOSING, OR
"No," she said. "America Kansas
In the center intended perhaps for
dent; Carrie Schrock, Secretary; C.
MONEY BACK
for me."
ATTORNEYS
Bally," Treasurer.
the purpose of hanging them on a
with
When the back begins to ache.
Miss Wirt's acquaintance
Geo. H. Hunker
Chester a. Hunker
Don't wait until backache becomes string. These resembled the discodial
Count Leal dates back to 1909, when
Yes, dear reader, catarrh can be RED MEN Meet In Fraternal Broth
HUNKER A HUNKER
stones found in Illinois and other parts cured; but not by pouring vile, naushe met him at Valparaiso, Ind., while chronic;
erhood hall every second and fourth
Attorneys st Law
Till serus kidney troubles develop; of the central west. The discovery of seating drugs into the stomach.
attending an art school. He came to
Thursday, sleep at the eighth run La Vegas,
New Mexico
Till urinary troubles destroy night's these bones and relics is taken as an
America to attend to investments of
You've got to kill the catarrh germs
evidence that this territory was pop- that's all there is to It, before you
his father. .The next year Miss Wirt rest.
ulated at one time by other races of can cure catarrh.
Profit by an East Las Vegas
attended the school of fine arts at the
a
much higher civilization than were
was
then
Kansas.
of
It
experience.
And catarrh germs thrive, flourish
University
Fritz Sena, 1205 Twelfth St., East found at the time of the conquest by and multiply in the nose and throat.
that announcement of the engagement
was made. Mr. Williams Is circulating Las Vegas, N. M., says: "Experience Hernando Cortez.
Can you kill these tough and perOne of the essentials is
manager of the Hutchison News, has proved to me that Doan'a Kidney
sistent little health destroyers by
Pills live up to the claims made for
owned by W. Y. Morgan, his uncle.
proper food.
Any
swallowing pills or nostrum?
NEW KANSAS PRIMARY;PLAN
them. For several weeks I suffered
cannot
It
will
tell
be
you
physician
Topeka, Feb. 1. Robert Stone In done.
constantly tiara backache and in the
s
CRUCE WOULD BAR JOINTS
a
house
bill
in
troduced
the
changing
Grape-Nutmorning when I got up, I had acute
HYOMEI (pronounced High-o-mOklahoma City, Okla., Feb. 1. Vig- pains across my kidneys. Exercise the date of the primary election law
la
a germ killing vaporized air which,
orous and to the point was the first brought some relief, but it did not en- to provide for the expression of a
when breathed either through the
In
choice
the
and
the
Contains all the rich food
to
for
Lee
Cruce
Governor
Classified ads. search out the people to whom among all
presidency
message of
The
tirely rid me of the trouble.
mjouth or nose, will kill catarrh
both houses of the state legislature. kidney secretions pained in passage struction of presidential electors. The
of
those
who MIGHT BUY the particular thing is worth most.
elements of wheat an d barley
inand
soothe
heal
and
the
germs
He discussed pending legislation and and at times were highly colored. bill provides that the voters shall have flamed and mutilated
The
membrane
to
is
digest.
and easy
That property you want to sell is WORTH MOST to somewarned the members that he. would Hearing so much said In praise of an opportunity at the primary elecIt gives relief In two minone who reads the ads. in this newspaper and would never
assume none of the burdens if they Doan's Kidney Pills, I procured a sup- tion to express their first and second promptly.
experience of thousands has
utes.
hear of your property unless it were advertised here. 4 ,
failed to do their duty. The governor ply and commenced their use. After choices for the presidency and for the
HYOMEI la such a powerful germ
proven it to be unequalled
recommended that the legislature give I had taken a few doses, I noticed a vice presidency and they elect" their
destroyer that it penetrates every fold
for nourishing: and building
Others, who read and answer ads. in this newspaper want
eome state official the power to re marited Improvement and before I had party delegates to the national
and
crevice of the mucous membrane
to
to
are anxious to find and pay cash for) books, automobiles,
brain
failed
who
officer
and
(and
highest
move
any publio
finished the contents of the box I was
up body
of the nose and throat
A bill
used
the prohibition laws.
pnforce
cured."
machinery and furniture, article of usefulness of any
completely
A complete outfit, which Includes
efficiency.
was introduced to give this power to
For sale by all dealers. Price 60
musical instruments.
and
,
sort,
You are probably aware that pneu Inhaler, a bottle of HYOMEI and sim,
the governor. Instantly there was cents. Foster-MllburCo., Buffalo monia always results from a cold, but
a Reason"
instructions
for
costs
use,
$1.00.
ple
As the classified ads. are read by all possible buyers, of all
opposition by legislators who declared New York, sole agents for the United you never heard of a cold resulting In
Should you need a second bottle of
when
Chamberlain's
to
the
autocratic
Cough
pneumonia
power
States.
that this gave
possible sorts of things, they have come, to be the finders of the
was used. Why take ths HYOMEI the price is only 50c LeaddiPostum Cereal Co., Ltd.,
Remember the name Doan'a and Remedy
best markets!
governor. The bill was amended to
risk
when
this
had
be
O.
E.
may
and
remedy
ing druggists everywhere
Battle Creek, Mich.
take no other.
vest the governor of this power.
for a trifle? For sale by all druggists. Murphey sells HYOMEI.
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Laa Vegas, New Mexico, for

East

transmla-flo-

the campus and. will aid., materially in
.A caring fat
jthpsef j jgdme from a
The plan for reciprocity with CaiV distanoei iiti praslalU there are not
ada that was recently submitted to more. than a score of pupils in the
real normal courses.
congres3 brings out an interesting
President B. S. Gowen, a Yale man,
and many sided situation and ralsef has been for some time
the cultured
questions tke; .answering of which wffl and genial head of the school
Mr.
cause not a little embarrassment to Hofer has charge of the work in pedasome of the men who constitute the gogy. Mr. Gowen gives Instruction
membership of our national lawmak- in music and a chorus of girls gave a
fine exhibition of their work.- - Mr.
ing body.
Before the last congress President and Mrs. Gowen are former- - Tennes-seeanand gave Superintendent Clark
Taft Insistently declared himself to
be in favor of a downward revision and the writer a fine 6 o'clock dinner
- ..
bill with true southern hospitality.
of the tariff. The Payne-Aldricwas forced thwugh congress and upFinds a Harvey House
on the president. By a combination
We put up at the Castaneda, one
of circumstances he was compelled
of the Harvey houses, and no hotel in
to bear a large share of the odium
Michigan is better appointed, or better
a
of its passage. In consequence,
If one must be away from home
certain part of the public at large be- kept.
so much, how blessed it is to be so
came distrustful, not of Mr. Taft's
cosily and comfortably cared for!
sincerity on the question of downward
A very enjoyable variation to the
revision, but of his ability to cope
regular institute work was a ride one
successfully with the high tariff advo- afternoon with
Superintendent Clark
cates that were, and for that matter
Gallinas canyon. This river, tran
up
still are, to a large extent in control
slated "Hen" river, is the one that di
of the machinery of congress. Of late,
vides "the towns. A few miles out of
however, the president has done sev- the
city, just past the beautiful and
eral things which tend to rehabilitate
commodious
territorial asylum for the
him somewhat. He has secured a
insane a modern rich structure with
favorable report from the Ways and
grounds, and sanitary appointMeans committee on the subject of ample
ments the stream cut through a
a permanent tariff commission with
monntain. Just where the picturesque
extensive powers. If the report, is
mesa
canyon debouches onto the
adopted by the lower house, there is stands a
and highly artis
'stupendous
will
every reason to expect that it
hotel whieh just
tic "Hot
meet with determined opposition, in now Is outSprings"
of commission.
the senate. Senator Bailey has pubHere again we strike one of the per
licly announced that he will filibuster fect territorial roads. It is another
against it if it becomes necessary
of the line from El Paso to
to do so and has thereby caused the portion
Santa Fe. It has been built by con
old guard tariff advocates much vict
labor, and leads one gradually
joy.
up the steep and rugged
and
safely
The president's greatest coup is in
side.
mountain
Gradually we rise
connection, with the proposed Cana- above the
dammed frelittle
river,
dian reciprocity legislation. His mess"
for
What
purposes.
quently
and exhaustive,
age is thorough-goinviews up the gorge, of highly
superb
taken
must
be
and so framed that it
colored rocks, precipitous cliffs, 'stupas a whole or not at all- The New
endous
gray masses of
reEngland coterie in congress are
which the largest build
before
rocks,
ported to be very muich perturbed
would seem tq Say houses. Rathings
about it; certain western members
er
but thrifty and very plentiful
are wondering how they are going to andshort,
d
pines, lend a
bushy
vote their present convictions and stil1
restful green to the great slopes of
keep in line with their erstwhile cry
and brown rocks and sand. How
for downward revision; and the south- gray
s
and meanders,
that
highway
ern delegation is' about as badly off.
to the top of the
climbing
steadily
enThe sum and substance of the
The little dashing,
tire situation seems to be that Presi- lordly height! cool
clear,
river, now away
splashing,
dent Taft has completely turned the
below us, goes on its cherry, blessing
in
element
discontented
tables on the
giving way, along the thoroughfare
congress. They have been crying for its
progenitors have carved In the
all
the
revision with
downward
earth's
great "wrinkle. It truly is an
strength of their lungs. They threw inspiring ride, and lent piquancy and
all the blame on the president for the zest to our
journey.
Mr.
bill. And now
Payne-AldrlcWe held three fine ralUes in the
Taft, very gently, but none the less normal auditorium. All were attendfirmly, presents tq their lips a cup of ed by responsive auditors teachers,
downward revision that causes them
and townspeople.
to make very long faces. But they students,
must drink it.
'.
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THEV FAVOR IT
It is certainly refreshing and encouraging to know that so many' of
the prominent citizens of Las Vegas
are in favor of the proposed sewer
plan. The promptness with which the
issue was met shows beyond the
slightest doubt that the sentiment in
favor of a sewer system is very
strong. It is now to be hoped that
the city council will meet in the near
future, act favorably on the report
of the special committee and start
construction work.
' o

TlHi WASHINGTON JAUNT
When young school boy a want to

g

-

flat-face- d

long-leafe-

ac-

zig-zag-

complish anything they get a gang
together, hire a band, or what passes
current among them for a baaii, form
the lock step and go on their way
rejoicing to the sound of loud yells
and muaic. The proposed ""Statehood
Special" Is about the same character
of a stunt It Is essentially school-boyisand 'while it will doubtless
New
Mexico some advertising of
give
ll certain fort will undoubtedly be
looked upon as such.
If congress will not give New
Mexico fctateliood without our having
to resort to the expedient of a "StateBEAUTIFUL VEGAS
hood Special" and the blandishments
Continued from Page One)
of western noise and loudness, we
would better give up our hopes of adfour very excellent stone buildings.
mission altogether.
The one now' used for high school
o
purposes is a brown stone castle-styl-e
structure bordering upon a large mea
WE KNOW IT
dow, but nearby are streets of beauYes, we know The Opt.'a is on the tiful modern homes.
The writer felt just as much at
blink. We know it Is the poorest
home talking to Las Vegas high
excuse for a newspaper that was ever
school pupils as he does in any of the
published. We know, also, that it schools in Michigan. He had just as
never "gets anything right" In view much fun quizzing the sixth and sevof the great help the paper receives enth grade pupils, as he has had this
its shortcomings are inexcusable. year in Hillsdale, Calhoun, and Wayne
counties. He found those pupils Just
Everybody turns aside from his daily
as courteous, quick-witteresponsive,
task to telephone us "a item." Everyand jolly as are the girls and boys of
body talks freely to the reporters. Michigan. They answered the mental
Everybody does his best to spread the arithmetic quizz; they capped lines in
news. Everybody pays for his news- "The Village Blacksmith" and "Barefoot Boy," answered some rapid-fir- e
paper. There are no "red" circulation
and listened atin
accounts on our books, or, at least, queries togeography,
a fifteen-minutspeech by
tentively
the few that are there are run by the strange visitor.
persons who praise us most. O, yes!
The State Normal Here
These things are all so true: that,
The state normal is also located in
like f.he Killbuck News, "we apologize Las Vegas. . 14 Is beautifully housed
for all mistakes made in former is- in an imposing and handsome brown
sues and say they were inexcusable, stone building, on a bluff overlooking an( expansive valley., The total
as all an editor has to do is to hunt enrollment
in the school this year, innews and clean the "rollers and set cluding training school, is nearly 300.
type, sweep the floor and pen short There are a large number in what is
items, and fold papers and write known as the academic department,
in the Spanish'
twenty-fiv- e
wrappers, anf make the paste, mail nearly
These are
American department.
the papers, and talk to visitors, and
young people of more or less mature
distribute type, and carry water, and years, whose lack in knowledge of the
saw wood, and read proofs, bunt the English language handicaps their proshears to, write editorials, dodge the gress. They are given especial work
bills and dun deliquents, and taite In English, and as soon as possible are
transferred to the other departments.
cusstngs from the whole force, and A
training school of all the grades
tell our subscribers that we must have from first to eighth is doing some
mouey we say we have no business excellent work. One room
gave an
to m.ike mistakes while attending to example of admirable rendition of
those little (matters and getting our scores of choice memory gems. This
was also greatly interested in
soup flavored grade
living on hopper-tal-l
the germination of seeds.
w,Lh imagination, and wearing old
Art, domestic science, and manual
shoes and no collar and a patch on training departments are also featthe seat of our pants and obliged to ures of the normal. President Gow-ecalled our attention to a desk made
turn a smiling countenance to the
that
a young Spanish-Americaby
man who tella us our paper" ain't
was good enough to put on sale in
worth a dollar anyhow,' and that he Grand
Rapids.
could make a better one with his eyes
A modern brick dormitory building
.'
.. .'.
chut
is nearly completed" on a lot adjoining
.
.,
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nONEY AND STOCKS
Feb. 1. Call money, 2
2
per cent. Prime mercantile paper,
per cent. Mexican
Sudollars 45. Amalgamated 64
Great
Atchison 106
gar 117
New York CenNorthern, pfd. 130
Northern Pacific 128
tral 114
Reading 159. Southern Pacific 120
Steel 80
Union Pacific 178
4

4

44
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3--

1--

3--

7--
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pfd. 120.
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FIRE AT HILLSBORO
Hillsboro, N. M., Feb. 1. The resi
dence of G. P. McCorkie, president of
the Hillsborq bank, was burned to the
ground last night and the house which
was a large and commodious one, is
a total loss, with its contents. No
lives were lost, the occupants of the
house escaping uninjured but it was
impossible .to stop the progress of the
flames and the building was gutted
with its furnishings. The loss is
placed at about $10,000.
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JNCOliPolRATE e very (desired feature of ali'other
typewriting machines into one and compare it,
feature with feature working part th
;:'ot

part, with the

UNDERWOOD
STANDARD

TYPEWRITER
and the UNDERWOOD stands out as
the best machine one permitting the '
greatest latitude of work, doing more
and better work per given effort, and is

The Machine You Will
Eventually Buy"
JT IS mechanically perfect. It stands up under
every trying condition and is simple in construction. The Underwood Type Bar Stroke has
but three elements: the Key Lever, Connecting
Link and Type Bar.

Underwood Typewriter Company
INCORPORATED

Pneumonia Follows a Cold
But never follows the use of Foley's
Honey and Tar, which checks the,
cough and expels the cold. M. Stock-wellHannibal, Mo., says, "It beats all
the remedies I ever used. I contract
ed a bad cold and cough and was
threatened with pneumonia. One bottle of Foley's Honey r, and Tar completely cured me." No opiates, Just
a reliable household medicine. O. G.
Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Co.

John Rogers,

New York, Feb. 1. Lead, dull, $4.40
4.50. Standard copper, steady, spot
and March $11.9012.10. Silver 52..

CHICAGO LIVESTOCK
Chicago, Feb. 1. Cattle! 26,00.0, marten lower. Beeves $4.856.90;
ket
WOOL
market Texas strees $4.105.30; western
St. Louis, Feb. 1. Wool,
feed
unchanged. Territory and western steers $4.405.60; stockers and
cows
heifers
ers
and
$3.705.70;
17
mediums 2123; fino mediums
$2.605.85; calves $78.75.
19; fine 1213.
Hogs 45,000, market weak, mostly
ten lower.SX.ight $7.60 7.85; mixed
GRAIN AND PROVISIONS
$7.407.80; heavy $7.257.75; rough
Chicago, Feb. 1. Wheat, May 96
$7.257.40; good to choice heavy $7.40
93
60;
Corn, May
July
7.75; pigs $7.508; bulk $7.50
July 7.70.
July 51. Oats, May 33
33. Pork, May
$18.12
July
Sheep 25,000, market weak to ten
$17.52
Lard, May $9.72
lower. Native
$2.404.30; western
Ribs, May $9.70; July
July $9.62
yearlings
$4.405.50;
$2.254.30;
$9.47
lambs, native $4.256.10; western
1--

1--

2

1--

$4.256.10.

.. ,

Exclusive Agent,

Las Vegas

This is Shoe
Week
at Bacharachs

REPORTS

ern cows $3.454.75; native cows
and heifers $3.256.25; stockers and
feeders $4.605.90; bulls $45.25;
calves $4.758.25; western steers $5
6.
6; western cows $3.25
Hogs, 12,000, market ten to fifteen
lower. Bulk $7.507.60'; heavy $7.45
7.55; packers and butchers $7.50
' '"'
7.60; light $7.557.65.
Sheep 7,000, market ten lower. Mut
tons! $3.754.40; Jambs $5L255.75;
fed wethers and yearlings $45.25;
fed western ewes $3.754.10.

STOCK including all sizes,

all grades and all numbers reduced.
exchange any shoe bought, we take pleasure in giving
you a perfect fit. This is unquestionably the biggest bargain sale of

ENTIRE

high shoes we have ever had.

To Women
like to wear good shoes if you are willing to pay $3.10 for a
IF that will
fit you and please you, we'll give you a chance right nowpair
to
YOU

get the greatest values you ever saw at the price. We'll give you your
choice of our 1,500 pairs in black vici "or gun metals, patents, oxfords or
shoes heavy or light weights, the best and newest styles of the season, all
good makes and guaranteed absolutely to give you satisfaction.
It's the
best chance you'll get this year to buy a pair of the best shoes made for
much less than their actual value. Any of the following can be had in
'
f,?v-Blucher, Button or Straight Lace.
t

KANSAS CITY LIVESTOCK
Kansas City, Feb. 1. Cattle 9,000,
Try a dram of Old Taylor bourbon
including 800 southerns, market weak
at the Opera Bar. Served .from barto ten lower. Native' steers $5.25
6.60; southern steers $55.90; south rels on the bar.

'

TdtP.Rd&Co.

A

What We Have to Offer
$4.50 and $5.00, Cravenette, Suede, Velvet, Patent Kid, Gun Metal, French
i "i..- 01
ViA To
i aicui.t. VAHl, OHUCS
vau, Ti.
"'"I a. cm r1f
or Oxfords A8 to E E Lasts sizes 2 to 8 $3.95
!

OUR DISCOUNT SYSTEM

$3.50, $3.75 and $4.00 Patent Colt, Patent
Kid, Vici Kid, Gun Metal, Tan Calf,
French Kid, Goodyear Welt or
OQ If)
Hand Turned
OJ, I

Has been in force for over two years and
has given jroiversaT g satisfaction Our

Made by Krippendorf
Brother and Selby Shoe Co.Ditmann, Reeds, Zieeler

prices the lowest possible for cash 10
per cent off for cash, think of your saying.

The

"."'4
515-51- 7

n

Vs

lit

avoTiIsI vol v f

Advertising-

nslead of divided patronage between
he daily papers and billboard adver
tising has been decided upon by the
hational circus organization of the
country at a meeting of the representatives of all the circuses held in Chicago last week. The action was unanimous.
I
The decision of the Circus managers
followed a long investigation of the
merits of the two advertising mediums
and continued controversy between
the circus people and the' bill posters
'.--.
.
of the country.
The circus men finally decided that
more effective' advertising Is done
cheaper through the daily press and
as a result no more will-thleaping
horse and the spotted tiger adorn the
barns and billboards of every city previous to the appearance of a circus
troupe.
The action of the circus people 1b
in direct line with the sentiment which
is growing throughout the country as
a result of the general prejudice
against unsightly billboards, and the
old system of advertising which was
used 40 years ago, when there were
but few daily papers, will be entirely
done away with by the traveling organizations, which employ the most
'
expensive advertising men in the
country.

TODAY'S COMPLETE MARKET
New York,

ADVER-
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THE APPROACH

PERSONALS

OF. WINTER
"5

f

Dr. W. T. Brown to here from'Wat
trous on a brief busings visit

Cold

tnoniii
a?(J jrrirhts
menscolds, and colds mean

ii

no

GETS SCRUBBING

TIFJWHII
TOURISr

Safeguard Your Food

TS

a",

,q

The Princess

'"

flat-foote- d

stiff-bristle- d

WE HAVE A

NICE LINE OF

FRESH MEAT

Go-Co- rt

"

TIE

ROSENTHAL

Frank Revell,

..

the

AVIATION

1

1

TURBANS

AUTO C APS

i-

ENJOY LIFE

BUT CUT OUT OATS
G0-CIB-

tr.f
r.. u. T. REGARDLESS
OF INBORN ANTI
'
l
.
Eggleston of
that disagreeable feeling"
PATHY TO WATER, HE TAKES
Mimed, Kans., are In the city for
' Are Now on
Display, Also
that makes life miserable- - to
short visit.
A DIP
,
'
obviate which the
A. S. "Rubber" Smith, who travels
for the Denver Rubber
"Ah pos'tively refuses an you can't
company, li
m tne city
A. D. S.
and Other 1911 Models of Up-- .
make me do It," said' Dick "Johnson,'
,fi business visit
Carts
h
Ralph Muesse,' who is spending the the obstreperous negioi'whoj is ierv- COLD and GRIPPE REMEDY
winter at Valmora, was here
a
term
in
the
county )aihr for
today ing
to ao some shopping and visit with vagrancy. Deputy Sheriff Enrique
is a panacea. No cold remSena had requested Johnson to take
mends.; J
a
bath. Inborn
.
edy known brings about surer
aversion to water.
iv.
aiautz, of Chicago and E.
or more certain relief. No
Schumann of JSt. Louis, are here. which in Johnson appears to be al
family should be without a
sealing respectively hats most a mania, was the cause of the
box off A. D. S. Cold and
refusal of the man to perform his
and woodenware.
Grippe Remedy. 25c box at
Mr. and Mrs. Secundino Romero re- ablutions. .
But the deputy sheriff is a powerful
turned yesterday afternoon from the
vvnen ne saw the mans reRomero ranch at El Cuervo, where man.
WINTERS DRUG CO.
he picked the
they have been spending several days. fusal was
Phone Main 3
and
ducked him In
scrappy
negro
up
Mrs. Emily Glasgow of Clinton. Mo.,
is in the city for a short time as the to the bath tub. Then Sena went
after him. He got a big bar of soap
guest of her aunt, Mrs. Francisco
a
and
brush and gave
she is on her wa yto California to join
her husband, who is officer in the Johnson such a scrubbing as he never
had before. The negro swore at the
United States army.
and was taught that profanity
deputy
air. ana Mrs- - John C. Hadley ot Is
objectionable
by having his moutih
for the "Allwin" $7.50
St Louis, are stopping for a few
cleansed of contamination by a liber $3.85
aays at the Castaneda. Mr. and Mra, al
with Hood
Callapsible
application of suds.
Hadley are on their way to Califorand Rubber Tire Wheels.
"Dat sure was a baff, but it bruk
nia. They are spending some time
he
my record," said Johnson as
at poinft of;lnterest along the way. donned
his
clothes
scrub
the
after
BEEF
a, hi. Johnson went yesterday to bing. Tse prided myself fer yeahs
Los Torres to personally superlnten dat I'd
PORK
nevjr take anoder baff but
aent work an the irrigation ditches Boss Sena sure done make me come
I
Opposite Y. M. C. A.. E. Las Vega8.
and dams being constructed by him to It."
MUTTON
and the Bacharach brothers on a
Johnson is suffering from two bad
VEAL
tract they recently purchased in that ly frozen feet and it was feared blood
neighborhood.
poisoning would result if the man NOTEB STATESMAN
CHICKENS
Mrs. D. A. Syne and Miss Jeanette refused to clean up.
Because his
Scott, who have seen visiting here feet have been cold, however, Is no
HAMS AND
with relatives for some time, left signthat Johnson has cold pedal ex
IN NEW MEXICO
BACON
last evening for New York,
from tremities. In Tact, he is the scrapwihich .port they will set sail for piest person the officers have been
Europe, In several countries of which obliged to deal with In some time. WHITELAW REID,
ABLEST OF
they expect to visit, being gone about He evidently believes he Is of the
JOHN. A. PAPEN
MODERN DIPLOMATS,
TALKS
same family as "Li'l Arthur," the
six months.
OF NEW STATE Mr. and Mrs. J. B. Johns of Sa- - heavyweight champion.
PHDNE 144 AND 145,
Una, Kans., will stop this evening
vvnueMiw Jteia, tne present am
A FAST FLIGHT
for a short visit with Mr. and Mrs.
bassador
to the court of St. James,
1.
D. L Batchelor.
Houston, Tex., Feb.
Battling
They are on their
who is regarded as one of the ablest
a
with
an
mile
to
hour
Rene
forty
where
way
gale,
California,
they
will spend some time visiting vari Simon lost his way in a race over of modern diplomats, passed through
ous places of interest. Mrs. Johns is Houston yesterday against
Rolland Las Vegas yesterday afternoon on
Garros
and
a
wan his way to the Grand Canyon. Mr,
for
minutes
woman
club
twenty
of
Kansas.
prominent
CONTRACTOR and BUILDER
dered In the air searching for a land Reid was accompanied by members of
Estimates Famished on All Kinds of
ing place. He finally came to earth his family, and was comfortably es
Building Job Work a Specialty
WOMAN PAST HELP
in
a field seven miles from the avia- tablished in the private car "May
Phone, Main 336
Opposite Optio
Chandler, Okla. In a letter from tion
his propeller. flower," which is almost always used
this place, Mrs. Ella Flowers says: Garrosgrounds, smashing
covered the distance of sixteen by President William H. Taft on his
I hardly know how to thank you for miles in sixteen
minutes, 22 seconds extended tours., Mr- Reid regards New
the good that Cardul has done me. Be and won: a casE
Mexico's
for develop
opportunities
By Studying
prize approximating
fore I tried Cardul, I thought I was $2,000.
ment fls exceedingly good. He is on
.. -- 1
Xj.
an extended vacation trip and will
past help, but after taking it, I was
Ads You
relieved at once, and gained at least
vl6it the Paclfi
'coast for several
10 pounds. Everybody says I look
weeks.
Increase Greatly
so much better. I am still Improving LIFE ISN'T WORTH LIVING
greatly." Many women are complete
Your Chances
PILES CURED IN 6 TO 14 DAYS
and discouraged, on ac WHEN THIS
ly worn-ou- t
STATEMENT IS MADE PAZO OINTMENT 1b guaranteed to
Are
count of womanly weakness.
cure any case ot Itching, Blind, Bleed'
of "Living
ATIT MAY BE GENERALLY
you? Have you j hot tried Cardul? It
Ing or Protruding Piles in 6 to 14
TRIBUTED TO THE LACK OF
ony needs a few doses to convince
After!
Ever
days or money refunded. 50c.
Happily
GOOD HEALTH
you that Cardul Is Just what you need.
Fresent day conditions of living Try it toda.n It will cure your pains,
When in need of an auctioneer see
come pretty nearly making
We want to talk to people who are
W. F. Calhoun and get his prices. Sat
and
nervous, who suffer frequent headA piece of flannel dampened with
isfaction guaranteed.
Householders rind that the ads Chamberlain's Liniment and bound on aches, who don't enjoy their food,
really help to make the inoome to the affected parts is superior to who are irritable, quickly lose their
STRETCH OVER THE NECESwith temper, who are so exhausted - that
any plaster. When troubled
SITIES when it seems, sometimes,
lame back or palna in the side or chest they feel they must give up, and have
like'too big a task.
give it a trial and you are certain to become so
despondent that life doesn't
Baying economies a little here be more than pleased with tie prompt
'
and a little there really grow to relief which it affords. Sold by all seem worth living.
worth while proportions in the druggists ; .
Most of the above described condicoarse of a year; and amount to an
tions are chiefly .caused by what ia
increase of income.
called catarrh, "a below
commonly
aware
are
You
that pneuprobably
Home-make- rs
who are
condition of mucous membranes.
but
a
from
results
par"
monia
cold,
always
are comearnest happiness-hunter- s
you never heard of a cold resulting in This delicate lining of certain of the
ing quite generally, to be intelligent pneumonia when Chamberlain's Cough
body cavities becomes weakened, inreaders of the ads.
Remedy was used. Why take the flamed and
congested until the whole
AND
risk when this remedy may be had
THE BARGAIN'S
is weakened, mental depres
system
all
a
sale
For
trifle?
for
druggists.
by
ABB ADVERTISED
sion ensuing as one of the results.
IN THE OPTIC
The wise way to overcome this condi
The Optic leads, others tag.
f
1
tion is through a treatment of the gen
eral system'. We have the treatment;
and we are so positive it will produce
the results we claim for it that we will
For LADIES, in Eider4
supply it to any one with the underdown
Wool, German
standing that we will return to them
-- :
town Zepher
every penny paid us In every instance
where the treatemnt is not in every
These Aviation Caps are the FAD
to
way satisfactory and beneficial
them. .
.5
,
OF THE HOUR. Their popularity
SANITARY
We want you to try Rexall Mucu-Tonis sweeping the country.' Aviation
which is a scientifically devised
caps come In white, cardinal, grey
Conditions
alterative tonic and body builder, its
the Following
Oeoauso
combination of 'colors, priced
and
action being to aid the body in its ef75c
at
$1.00 and
$1.50,
.
.t
Floored
Buildings.;
1. Separate Concrete
fort to
the natural and
ail
utensils.
and
bottles
for
Ovens
memmucous
functions
Steam
of the
2.
Sterilizing
healthy
3
branes.
3. Alr-tlgeasily removed bottle caps.
overRexall Mucu-Ton- e
thus acta to expel
The above conditions at least seem to have been entirely
PAY A VISIT TO OUR STORE
this
in
vicinity.
milk
"catarrhal poison," restore the
the
other
all
producers
looked by
AND SEE OUR VALENTINE
mucous cells to good health, tone up
4. City water exclusively for stock and cleansing purposes.
DISPLAY.
the 'whole body, allay inflammation,
5. All cows tested by government official.
You'll save Money on Every Val- remove congestion and stimulate the
v
6. Up to date cooling and aerating system.
tine you Buy,
system to healthy activity. It is
7' Strictest rules of cleanliness observed throughoutenumerated
Comic Valentines, per dozen. ,. 5c
conditions
splendid for aiding in the building up
We wish to emphasize the first three
Fancy Valentines, 5c value at .. 1c
to them by the city
attached
of flesh and muscle tissue and removof
the
Importance
because
' above,
Valentines, 25c value.. .. 5c
Fancy
health boards realize
ing weaknesses.
",7?vv
Boxed Valentines less than one- health boards throughout the country. These warm
t
absorb
to
r
milk)
store and"geta bottle
Come
half from the regular price.
the the dangerous power of milk (especially which may exist in the
and after giving it-of Mucu-Tonand multiply alarmingly, the disease bacteria
I Velentine Post Cards the very
or
,
barn
or wooden floored
reasonable trial, if you"are'riof'satis-fledmilk vessels or In the air of the dwelling
best,
per dozen
1
,
either.
simply tell us so, and we will
in any room connecting with
hand back your money without questhe best germicide known, separate the
the IDEAL SANITARY DAIRY,
tion. Surely nothing could be more
Rexall Mucu-Ton- e
;
fair than this.
j
successors to the Moy& Geyer and Corbett dairies,
V prompt, service
comes in two. sizes, BO cents and $1.00.
and,.
and
guarantee
CHAS. ROSENTHAL
W so' dt
Rexall
to those of any other ror) Remember you can obtain
n Duality
- - pruuuvuo
uairy
Remedies in East Las Vegas only at
OPPOSITB THB
u
our store, Tne Kexaii store. E. u.
CO. OFFICE

rj

MAY

UK.

by Always Using

'

BENJAMIN
IDE
WHEELER
GIVES ADVICE TO YOUNG
MEN

Oak&ndi Calif., Feb. 1. "It is (per
fect nonsense to say that a man must
sow hi wild
oats." declared Dr.
Benamin Ide Wheeler, president of
the University of California, in an
address to the local branch of the
Men's Christian association
Young
there. Not in one case out of a
hundred has a young man started on
this free an$ easy path and sobered
and taken up the great work of life
Jater on."
d
Having thus shattered one
notion with the facts learned In 30 years' study of men's careers, Dr. Wheeler proceeded to attack another.
"And being is no success; It is a
great and Inglorious tfailure," ihe
said. "After a man has worn out
his fingers getting his hoard together
he dies, and what he has acoumulat- ea ne must leave behind. A man
such as this is a fool and blind to
the great thlni
"Life should be taken seriously always. Even the boy and the young
man should avoid these essentials.
He should grow, and the only way
to grow is to make a concentrated
effort to learn the things of life that
are worth while.
"Read good books; read history,
philosophy and natural sciences.
Fiction is worse than useless. For
the little excitement you get out of
it you are merely wasting valuable
time. Knowledge sives deDth tolif.
s
and, like a picture, life must have
depth if it is to be called success
ful."

.

CREAM

Boom rariiB
rJado from Pure Grape
Cream of Tartar

time-honore-

Its purity, wholesomeness and
superior leavening qualities
are never questioned.

.

no, alum-

ball game is expected to result when
tne girls teams of the Las Vegas
High School and the high school
of Albuquerque
meet on a local
court. This will be in the Immedi
ate future, negotiations having been
practically completed by the manag
ers of the two teams. It was planned
at first to have the game here Fri
day night of this week. This was
abandoned on account of the Maybrick lecture. February 13 may ne
decided upon.
-

INCENDIARIES TRY TO
FIRE SPRINGER HOTEL
TIMELY

DISCOVERY
OF BLAZE
PREVENTS HEAVY PROPERTY
LOSS TO TOWN

Sometime between 2 and 3 o'clock
yesterday morning Jncendlaries ef
fected an entrance into the Springer
hotel at Springer' and attempted to
burn the building. The blaze was
discovered in time to prevent what
might have been a serious loss in
property. It seems the fire bugs were
quite determined in their task, having poured oil throughout the kitchen
through the hallway and throughout
one of the rooms, which was found
to be thoroughly saturated with the
inflammable material. Although no
arrests have been made, a well defined trace of the guilty party has
been discovered and their apprehen
sion is assured. The loss sustained
was small.

--

no lime phosphate
"Alam Is a powerful astringent with very
decided Irritant qualities, owing to which, when
taken Internally In sufficient quantity. It Is emetic
and purgative, and may soon cause fatal

'life

EXCITING GAME PROMISED
An Interesting and exciting basket

-

--

aasb-lntestl-

lnflamntatlon."-.- &

Dispemutory,

,

nal

. '

.
"The use ol alum and salts of alumina fn food
should be prohibited.' Prof. Wood, Harvard Vmv.

Notlco that

all advertisements

of the cheap baking
conceal the presence powders
of alum
Therefore read the label.

WILL STANDARDIZE

BUSINESS GENERALLY

NORMAL SCHOOL WORK
DR. FRANK

j

IN1AS

GOOD

VEGAS

H.

H. ROBERTS AND BETTER FEELING PREVAILS NOW
EDUCATORS
AMONG MERCHANTS WITH IMIN SANTA FE
PROVED SPRING CONDITIONS

OTHER PROMINENT
MEET

Today In Santa Fe" a conference is
January, not usually a busy month,
being held by educators of the terri- showed a considerable Increase ot
tory which will result in the stand business over January of ast year,
ardization of the work of the New according to the merchants.
Tne
Mexico normal schools. Dr. Frank. H. larger stores, many' of which hava
H. Roberts, of the Normal University, held annual clearance sales,
report
and the heads of the Silver City Nor. these bargain ' feasts as having: been
mal and the normal department of he unusually successful, large
crowds
New Mexico University, with Super- having attended and purchased liberintendent of Pub'io Instruction J. E. ally. If January may be taken as an
Clark, are attending the conference. indication of the business of the en
For some time
different
normal tire year, tho merchants can look forcourses have been offered by the vari ward to Increased prosperity.
ous Institutions. This led to consid- able confusion as some of the schools Speedy Relief From Kidney Trouble
"I had an acute attack of Bright's
did not offer all the studies required
with inflammation of the kiddisease
of candidates for territorial teachers
neys and bladder, and dizziness," says
certificates by the board of education. Mrs. Cora Thorp, Jackson, Mich. "A
The conference will endeavor to ar bottle of Foley's Kidney Remedy
range the courses to comply with overcome the attack, reduced the in
the regulations of the board. The flammatlon, took away the pain and
movement Is a good one and is ex- made the bladder action normal. I
wish every one could know of this
pected to mark an era of improve wonderful remedy." O. G. Schaefer'
Mexico.
ments for education in New
and Red Cross Drug Co.
TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY
To horse raisers, I want you to see
Stallion "Iowa Bob" on Henrietta FOR SALE House and
lot, reasonranch 4 2 miles east of Las Vegas. able terms, also household furniW. F. Calhoun, owner and keeper.
ture, horse and buggy. 1102
1--

If in need of trees or shrubbery see
W. F. Calhoun or call at L. G. Cal- LOST Crescent pin with cross inside.
set with pearls, return to Optic and
houn's real estate office and leave

your order.

608

Douglas avenue.

reeclve reward.
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FRANK SPRINQER, Vice President, I.
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Interest Paid on Time Deposits
Watchiqg the Account Grow

,

Gives one a feeling of satisfaction hard to describe.
Every dollar put in the bank immediately begins to
increase in value and the rate at which it increases
is greater each successive quarter of a year.

to-ou-

a

JZo"l otUdWat
T Jtual

if

Ta'A AKERSr

Manager

WELLS-FARO-

The Las Vegas Savings

,

.

ISP
.1'

'

'

'.

Bank-I-

s

a well established and thoroughly reliable institution. Start an accoun with it' and you will be
surprised to find how it will grow.. ;.., ;
-
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PRESERVING

15he
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Great

Main 2.

FSR CLASSIFIED ADVER
TISEMENT3
Five cents per line each Insertion
Estimate six ordinary words to a Una
Ne ad to occupy less space than two
lines. All advertisements chained will
be booked at space actually set, with
aut regard to number of words. Cash
In advance preferred. Phone Main 2.
ATES

Male and Female
Help Wanted

vantageously used in a pickle. In
fact. It is an extravagance to use
grapes of fine flavor for pickling, as
the spices and vinegar hide the flavor.
But, of course, the grapes should be
In good condition.
Press the pulp
from the skins, after washing and removing the stems. Put a little water
into a porcelain lined kettle. Add the
grapes and then let them cook slowly
for half an hour on the back of the
stove, .where there Is no danger of
burning. Press the whole through a
sieve that excludes the seeds. Add to
every quart of grapes one pint of
sugar, and half a pint of vinegar,
with cloves and cinnamon to suit the
taste. It Is well to use only half as
much cloves as you have of cinnamon,
the former being so much stronger in
flavor. Boil the whole till the skins
are soft, when it will be ready to set
away.

Sell guaranteed hose. 70
cent
per
profit Make $10 daily.
Full or part time. Beginners in
vestigate. Strong Knit, Box 4029
West Philadelphia, Pa.

WOMEN

-

1102

Wanted
Second hand buggy for
small pony. Apply at Optio office,

WANTED

WANTED
Every lady
man m Las Vegas to

and gentle
try box ball.

For Sale
FOR SALE Ticket to Kansas City,
cheap. Apply Box 214.
FOR SALE A good Jersey cow.
quire 410 Grand Avenue.

In-

FOR SALE Legal blanks of all descriptions. Notary seals and reo
ords at The OpUo office.

Articles. Make
Heavy
enough
warm not hot soapsuds to cover
what you want to wash. Take your
washboard, lay part of the article
flat on it, and scrub with your scrubbing brush until all is scrubbed. When
all is clean, rinse in several clean
waters. Do not wring, but lift out of
water on to line. You will be more
than pleased with this easy way.
To Wash Blankets. All that is necessary is abundance of soft water and
soap without resin in it. Resin hardens the fibers of wool and should
never be used In washing any kind of
finannel goods. Blankets treated as
above will always come out soft and
clean. A little bluing may be used
in washing white blankets.
They
should be shaken and snapped until
almost dry; it will require two persons to handle them. Woolen shawls
and all woolen articles, especially
men's wear, are much improved by
being pressed with a hot iron under
damp muslin.

IfGR- - .SALE

Single comb Rhode la
Tomatoes au 'Gratln.
land Red eggs $2.00 and $1.00 set
This Is an appetizing recipe and ofting of 15. Phone Main 323. E. S, fered at breakfast
takes the place of
Lewis.
meat. Select small, firm, ripe, and
even sized tomatoes. Remove the
I have received a fine S. C. White stems, cut off the top of each, and
Leghorn cockerel from the Parkside scoop out the centers; Fry two or
poultry farm, Pekin, I1L This cocker- three shallots In a little hot butter,
el heads my pea of prize pallets. Set- add half a cupful of chopped cooked
mushtongue or ham, a few
ting of 15 eggs $1.00. Judd A. Detter-ick- . rooms, and moisten withchopped
brown sauce.
Phone Purple 6353.
Add a high seasoning of salt and pepper and two tablespoonfuls or more of
bread crumbs. Divide mixture into
eight or ten tomatoes, sprinkle over
the top of each a few bread crumbs,
FOR RENT Nicely furnished front and grated cheese. Bake in a hot
room, electric light, bath, furnace oven for ten or fifteen minutes until
nicely done. Serve at once.
heat. 1038 Fifth, street

For Rent

FOR RENT Ranch, one mile out,
Coffee Cream Pie.
Heat one cup coffee and one cup
north on Eighth street. Fenced
and cross fenced, 3 room adobe milk in double boiler. Mix half a cup
seven level tablespoonfuls
house, stable and large barn. In- of sugar,
sifted pastry flour, quarter teaspoon-fu- l
V.
quire E.
Long.
salt, little milk (reserved from the
cup), and the yolks of two eggs. Add
FOR RENT Stone barn and good lot. to hot coffee and cook till thick, stir
See Calhoun.
ring constantly, then add walnut of
butter and let It cool (covered) while
of two
FOR RENT The box ball alleys for making frosting of whites one
heapeggs beaten stiff, then add
bowling parties.
ing tablespoon of confectioner's sugar.
Put cream in baked shell, frost and
FOR RENT Furnished rooms. Mrs. brown lightly.
Iel Chambers, 710 Grand Avenue.
Plunkets.
Speedy Relief From Kidney Trouble
"I had an acute attack of Bright's
disease with inflammation of the kid
neys and fcladder, and dizziness," says
Mrs. Cora Thorp, Jackson, Mich. "A
bottle of Foley's Kidney Remedy
overcome the attack, reduced the in
flammation, took away the pain and
made the bladder action normal. I
wish every one could know of this
wonderful remedy." O. G. Schaefer
and Red Cross Drug Co.
a Cold
But never follows the use of Foley's
Honey and Tar, which checks the
couRh and expels the cold. M. btockwell, Hannibal, Mo, says, "It beats all
the remedies I ever used. I contract
ed a bad cold and cough and was
threatened with pneumonia. One bot
tle of Foley's Honey and Tar com
pletely cured me." No opiates., Just
a reliable housenoia memcine. u. u.
Sohaefer and Red Croas Drug Co.
Pneumonia Follows

list he found it closely written over
In a queer. Jerky style, and It began:
"My Darling!" . Now, in the first place.
It was not Lampower's writing. In the
second place, what right had any other man to call Louise his darOr she to let him? Lamling?
power, with frowning brows and
compressed Hps, unbelievingly and
grimly read through the amazing epistle. For It was amazing! Lampower
had written a few love letters himself
In the course of a tempestuous youthful existence, but he never remembered bursting into anything like this.
It took his breath away.
"The idiot!" he said out loud as he
finished.
He found he was clutching the paper in both hands as though to tear
it, so he smoothed it out carefully and
refolded
Then he found it had
been merely the top letter on a pile of
similar ones. They had lain In the
far recess of the pigeonhole. Feeling
that he might as well know the worst,
he drew out all the letters and went
through them. They were all In the
same writing, but the form of address
varied. Sometimes they began "Sweetheart," or "My Own," and once it was
Just "Dear One!"

it.

Lampower gave vent to groan that
was mostly a growl. It made him sick
to think of Louise losing her head
over some
chap with poetic tendencies. He knew the fellow
who could write such rubbish must
be the sort that a normal man would
like to kick. And Louise had liked
that sort of thing! That was evident
from the pile of letters, which, by the
way, were denuded of their envelopes.
Clever of her!
For a pile of folded sheets of paper would not look suspicious. Then, naturally, she did not
expect Lampower to prowl through
long-haire-

her

d

desk.

They were rhapsodic bursts, almost
Impersonal In their ravings. Only occasionally was the beauty of Louise's
eyes or hair mentioned. Mostly the
letters were dizzy soarings in a sea
of flubdub that made a man feel as
though he had been eating too many
marshmallows and had powdered sugar scattered over his face clear up to
his ears. And these unspeakably nauseating effusions had been sent to
his Louise?
What got Lampower the hardest was
the discovery that she cared for Buch
stuff. He had always been proud of
her common sense. When .he had
written to her before they were married he bad always been careful to
prune his effusions and to be chary of
unloading too much adoration on paper for fear of her disliking It And
now she was cherishing these!
That was the most of his dismay.
Lampower had a fair amount of conceit, so not for a minute did he worry
ibout Louise's being in love with the
Jellyfish who had written these letters.
Of course, it hurt him to find that
he did not fill her life as completely as
he had thought, and she had forgotten
her dignity sufficiently to be fascinated by these maunderings of an Imbecile.
His illusions went crashing all about
his ears as he sat mechanically piling
the letters up and then spreading them
out at random. Each time his eyes
caught a phrase or sentence he almost
snorted. And yet, as he told himself,
one does not snort with a broken
heart, and assuredly his heart was
not broken!
needles of
Then, Just as white-ho- t
anguish began to sear him and the
blood began to rush to his face, he
heard Louise come in. He got to his
feet with the letters In his hand and
stood before her. That she looked
particularly carefree and pink and
blooming was an added Insult
.

Cream toeether a cup each of butter
yolks
and sugar, and the
of six eggs, tnen we sunenea wmies.
teaspoonful of
sift together
corn starch, four tablespoonfuls of
L&mnower simply held the letters
flour and one teaspoonful or baking out to her. "What are these?" he in-nowHr. Add this mixture gradually
quired in a repressed voice. It was
to the other ingredients, Btir In a
quite like a scene from a play and
15
for
of vanilla and bake
well-beate- n

one-sixt-

h

table-spoonf-

minutes in pate pans.
Cheese Fondu.
To one cupful of rolled cracker
crumbs add a half a pint of milk, a
small cupful of grated cheese, the
beaten yolks of two eggs, and the
whites beaten to a still froth. Mix
gently and bake twenty minutes in a
quick oven.
Iced Cocoa.
Mix

s
cup cocoa,
cup of sugar, and one cup of
and boll until it forms a thick
Cool and pour Into a Jar or
and place on ice. Add one
to each glass of cold milk
service.
one-ha- lf

three-fourth-

water
sirup.
A piece of flannel dampened with bottle
on
Chamberlains Liniment and bound
to the affected parts is superior to for a
any plaster. When troubled with
lame back or pains in the side or chest
Paint on Wash Goods.
give it a trial and you are certain to
Soak the parts in kerosene and rub
be more than pleased with the prompt
Let
relief which it affords. Sold by all generously with a wool soap.
stand for a few hours and paint will
drag-listseasily rub off when the garment Is
The last sad writesan obituary.
.

How the Ends Unfit for Slicing May
Be Creamed and Made Most

FACING A

Appetizing.

he felt it
Louise behaved as he had expected
she would when confronted by exposure. She made a dash toward the letters.
"Oh!" she cried, in a tremulous
tnii-"I woldn't have you see those
for the world! They you see that
class I belong to for the study of English makes us compose things, and
Mrs. Sponson had to write a series of
love letters In the romantic style and
then I had to compose the answers!
It's to make us fluent, you know! And
you'd simply roar if you read 'em, because they're awful stuff, Jim!" as
with a woman's clairvoyance she guess
ed a little 01 wnat naa nappenea, "did
inn have vou read them? And vou
thought oh, my goodness, you never
thought that they were real
Lampower looked at his wife, who
had sunk into a cnair, cnoning with
eieeles. He felt nimseii snnniung.
"Certainly not!" he said, hastily. "1
thoueht any such thing!"
And Mrs. Lampower was kind
enough to let It go at that
n

In suburban places where fresh
bonbons are not always obtainable on
short notice a good recipe for a homemade sweet is often treasure trove to
the house mother.
Peppermint Is an excellent digestive
In addition to its tastlness, and in
some form Is universally liked.
Peppermint drops with fruit are
something of a novelty and are not
difficult to accomplish In the home
kitchen.
In a quarter cup of lukewarm water
Soak one ounce of gum tragacanth
until it becomes tender. Wring dry
In a straining cloth and knead with
the hand, adding five drops oil of peppermint Continue to work it until
light and elastic. Work in little by
little two and a half cups of confectioners' sugar and
f
cupful
each of dates, raisins and candled
peels (orange and lemon equal quantity), mixed and chopped fine.
Roll out on a marble slab, pastry
board or strip of canvas, using the
sugar in lieu of flour. Roll to the
thickness of half a dollar, stamp out
and place on waxed paper in a warm
room until dry.
one-Sal-

LAUNDERING

THE

FRILLS

Row of Basting Stitches Run Near
Outer Edge Saves Much Trouble
In

Estray Aavertisement
Notice is hereby given to whom it
may concern that the following described estray animal was taken up by
T. G. Upton, Demlng, New Mexico.
t;
One gray mare.
Branded
On left hip
One brown mare.
Branded .
On left hip
Said animal being unknown to this
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
before Feb. 13, '11, said date being 10
days after last appearance of this ad
vertisement said estray - will be sold
by this Board for the benefit of the
owner- when found.
To-wi-

left-ove-

i EMail

WANTED Girl for housework."Eighth tlreet

LETTERS TO
HIS WIFE

Must Be Used With
Fruit Inferior Grade
Good for Pickling.

TONGUE

For preserving select grapes of fine
To many housewives cold boiled
flavor wash them and free them from
tongue, does not present Itself as a
r
skins and seeds, lay the skins carefulLampower was a great believer In sis. If nosusceptible to metamorpho- it
"But, confound it all," Insisted the
ly aside for use later, and put the Individual
rights and so far as read- must be longer sightly for slicing
man with the straggly mustache, "I
grapes Into a preserving kettle. Cook ing his wife's
discarded.
correspondence was conthem until the seeds become loosened cerned
Tet to the initiated a cold boiled cant whip a child of mine. It's Inwould have been as likely to
from the pulp and press them through listen he
which would not be appetizing human."
at keyholes or steal candy from end
Gunsackon, who shared the other
a sieve that will exclude the seeds.
is most piquant when creamed.
sliced
babies.
Then weigh the fruit, after adding the
Cut the meat Into small bits, re- man's seat in the suburban train, reStill, his wife being away from moving all skin and
him pityingly. "Nonsense!" he
skins. For every pound allow a
gristle and heat garded
be wanted a list of books they
home,
In a cream sauce. Serve on rounds said. "A man's got to be the head of
pound of sugar and let the whole simup
had made out together, so he rum- of toast or fried
mer for half an hour or longer.
bread or in individual his family, hasn't he? How's he go
Inferior grapes that will not make maged in ber desk to find it. When be dishes with bread, and butter sand- ing to be that If he shirks responsibilities? It's up to him to discipline the
a good preserve can often be ad- unfolded the paper he took to' be the wiches.

COLUMN

Optic's Number,

USING UP LEFTOVER

Care

Choice

liij7

SELECT GRAPES

Ironing.

Before puttine in the laundrv the
e
plaited frills and frilled collars which are so pretty and popular
and yet so hard to "do up," run a row
of basting stitches about an Inch from
the outer edge. That will hold the
plaits In position while washing and
will save time and trouble later in
ironing. This is especially true if you
are not the proud possessor of a pat
ent plaiting Iron.
These frills, by the wav. should.
when possible, be made senarate from
the blouse and buttoned, hooked or
pinned on, so that they do not have
to go so often to the tub. They really do not get dirty so ouicklv as the
more exposed parts of the blouse, and
tney are a great nuisance usually to
wash and iron, even with the precaution mentioned. If you buy a ready- made blouse with frills stitched on, it
Is an easy matter to rip them off and
supply buttons and buttonholes.
one-sid-

A Breakfast Help.
,
After finishing the supper work.
prepare, in so far as .. is possible,
the next morning's breakfast If you
are to have ham or bacon, slice, trim,
and have it ready for the pan or broiler. The potatoes are sliced or diced,
the bread cut and trimmed ready for
the toaster, and the coffee is ground
and placed In the coffee pot, securely
covered so as to preserve the flavor.
Then lay the table and cover it care
fully. If any member of the family is
to carry a lunch box, fill It carefully
the night before, and, having wrapped
each article carefully In waxed paper,
It is found to be perfectly fresh and
appetizing when opened. All this may
be done In about fifteen minutes in the
evening, and the relief it affords in
the morning can be imagined.

Crab Apple Preserves and Jelly.
Parboil the crab apples, coring the
larger ones but leaving the smaller
ones, as they are, cores, skins and
stems. Make a rich synj.p, allowing
eight pounds of sugar to a quart of
water, and dissolve In this one teaspoonful of citric acid crystals, or add,
if preferred, two tablespoonfuls lemon
Juice. Heat carefully, and when clear
and thick put in the apples and cook
gently for a few moments, watching
carefully that the apples do not get
so soft as to spoil their shape. A little ginger may be added for flavoring
If desired, but In this case omit the
lemon or citric acid.
To Clean Soiled Velvet.1

First try sponging thoroughly with

gasoline, using a little good white soap.
Then rinse off with clean gasoline.
Keep away from the fire during the
process. Should this method fail,
wash with warm water and soap, and
while still damp, press the right side
of the velvet with a warm Iron, mov
ing It with the pile. Be very particu
lar In regard to the heat of the iron,
If too hot the velvet will be scorched
and if too cool soli is apt to form. The
Ironing is really panning the velvet.
Tomato Jam.
Stew one-hal-f
peck tomatoes, skim,
and when cooked thoroughly add a
nlnt of the Juice to a nint of '
Slice six lemons thin and, If liked, odd
a few sticks of cinnamon. Boll until
a Bpoonful on a saucer will Jelly. Pour
In glasses; cover with paper soaked
In brandy. This is economical.
Fried Oysters.
For delicious fried oysters, dip the
bivalves In stiff mayonnaise and
cracker crumbs twice the crumbs
last and try in deep fat

children if they're boys! If they have
to, be punished it's for you to do that
instead of your wife I"
"That's all right," grumbled the man
with the straggly mustache. "It's all
right to talk, but I've got a tender
heart I cant lick "em!"
"It isn't your tender heart" said
Gunsackon, scornfully. "It's because
you're trying to get out of something
It's a case of shirking
unpleasant!
your duty I"
"That's all right to talk," repeated
the man with the straggly mustache,
darkly, as he got off at his station.
In view of this conversation it was a
coincidence that when Gunsackon
reached home he was met by Mrs.
Gunsackon, wearing a face that spelled
a domestic crisis. Somewhere in the
dim background of the portieres
lurked Thomas, the
son
of the house. From where Thomas
lurked came a muffled howl now and
then.
"Henry." said Mrs. Gunsackon, giving her husband one of those wireless
signals used by women to convey the
fact that a crisis must be faced, "I
have been waiting for you to get
home. Thomas has been a very bad
boy, a very bad boy, Indeed! He took
the telephone all to pieces again, after
the talking to that you gave him the
other time be did it and I told him
you would punish him."
Gunsackon put on the frown which
the occasion demanded. "Come here
Thomas!" he ordered, as he took oft
his hat and coat "I'm surprised at
I'm ashamed that a son of
you!
mine "
"Please, papa," quavered the culprit
as he slowly emerged. His face was
red and swollen from preliminary
weeping. Gunsackon turned his back
on him, hastily.
"This isn't a case for arbitration,"
he declared. "It isn't as if you dldnt
know what mischief you were doing,
for I'd explained it to you before,
Thomas, you deserve a good whip
ping!"
Gunsackon walked Into the living
room, pursued by the anticipatory
shrieks of his son.
"He really ought to catch it!"
Mrs. Gunsackon.
Tes, indeed!" agreed her husband.
"I'm a little surprised that Is, why
did you wait till I 'got home, Harriet?
Wouldn't, it have proved more effective If you had punished him on the ineight-year-ol-

d
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To-wi-

Branded
On left hip
Said animal being unkaown to this
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
before Feb. 13, '11, said date being 10
days after last appearance of this advertisement said estray will be Bold
by this Board for the benefit of the
owner when found.
CATTLE

First

SANITARY BOARD.
Albuquerque- - N. M.
pub. Jan. 23, last pub. Febv 2. 11

Estray Advertisement 1
Notice la hereby given to whom it
may concern that the following described estray animal was taken up by
Francisco Losono, Hillsboro, N, M.
One bay horse 8 years old,
weighs 700 lbs., about 14 hands high,
both ears split
Branded
r
fin left shoulder
To-wi- t:

Branded
ttWl
On right hip
EMI
Said animal being unknown to this
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
before Feb. 13, 11, said date being 10
days after last appearance of this advertisement said estray will be sold
by this Board for the benefit of the
owner when found.
CATTLE SANITARY' BOARD.
Albuquerque, N. M.
First pub. Jan. 23, last pub. Feb. 2,.'ll

To-wi-

First pub. Jan.

Albuquerque. N. M.
last pub. Feb. 2,

23,

II

Estray Advertisement
Notice is hereby given to whom It
may concern that the following described estray animal was taken up by
A. Sellers, Buchanan, N. M.
One black mule about 8 years old,
16 hands high, both ears split.
No brands.
Said animal being unknown to this
board, unless claimed by owner on or
before Feb. 13, 11, said date being 10,
days after last appearance of this ad- - j
vertlsement said estray will be sold
by this Board for the benefit of the
owner when found.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
Albuquerque. N. M.
First pub. Jan. 23, last pub. Feb. 2,

It

NOTICE

PUBLICATION

FOR

(Not Coal Land)
Department of the Interior, U. S.
Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M., Jan.
11. 1911.

Notice is hereby given that Cheniah
F. Jester ,of Cherryvale, N. iL, who,
on February 19, 1909, made Homestead Entry Serial No. 08854, for NW
4
section 22, Township 17 North,
Range 21 East, N. M. P. Meridian, has
filed notice of intention to make final
commutation proof, to establish claim
to the land above described, before
Robt. L. M. Ross, TJ. S. Court Commissioner, at Las Vegas, N. M., on the
8th day of March, 1911.
Claimant names at witnesses:
William Smith, of East Las Vegas,
N. M.; John W. Grimes, of Cherry-valN. M.; Bartholomew, B. Schwei-ge-r,
of Cherryvale, N. M and Herbert
Smith, of Gonzales, N. M.
e,

MANUEL R. OTERO.
FeD 15

.

Register.

Backache, Rheumatism, Sleeplessness
Result from disordered kidneys. Foley Kidney Pills have helped others,
they will help you. Mrs. J. B. Miller,
Syracuse, N. Y., says: "For a long
time I suffered with kidney trouble
and rheumatism. I had severe backaches and felt all played out After
taking two bottles of Foley Kidney
Pills my backache Is gone and where
I used to lie awake with rheumatic
pains I now sleep in comfort. Foley
Estray Advertisement
Notice Is hereby Riven to whom it Kidney Pills did wonderful things for
may concern that the followinz d- - me." Try them now. O. G. Schaefer
scribed estray animal was taken up by and Red Cross Drug Co.
John Berkshire, Estancia,. N. M..
One light red, white faced
Foley Kidney Pills are a reliable
cow, 4 years old..
remedy for backache, rheumatism and
Branded
urinary irregularities.
They are tonio
On left hip
in action, quick In results and afford'
Said animal being unknown to this a prompt relief from all kidney disorBoard, unless claimed by owner on or ders. O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross
before Feb. 13. 11.. said, data beint 10 Drug Co.
days after last appearance of this advertisement, said (jstray will be sold
by this Board for the benefit of the
LOCAL TIME CARD
owner when found.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
Albuquerque, N. M.
WEST BOUND
First pub.. Jant. 23,. last pufcv Feb. 2, 11
Arrive
No 1
Estray. Advertisement
1:50 P; M.
Notice is hereby given to whom it No
6:15
A. M.
may concern that the following de- No. 7
6:16 p. jj.
scribed estrav animal wis tnlrpn nn hv
Acodemus F. Chaves, Pajarlto, N. M. No-- . 9
6:35 P. K.
t:
one gray horse, about 5
years old, weighs about 800 lbs. Depart
Branded
nn
On left hip
2:10 P.. M.
OO No- - 1
Said animal being unknown to this No- - 3
6:20 A. M.
Board, unless claimed by ov?ner on or No- - 7
6:40
P. M.
before Feb. 13. 11. Bald date beinir 10 No- - 9
7:00 P. M.
days after last appearance of this ad
vertisement said estray will be sold
by this Board for the benefit of the
EAST BOUND
owner when found.
Arrive
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
No- 9:10 P. M.
Albuquerque, N. M.
First pub. Jan. 23, last pub. Feb. 2, 11 No- 11:25 P. M.
No- 1:15 A. M.
No 10
1:45 P. M.
Estray Advertisement
Notice is hereby given to whom it
may concern that the following deDepart
scribed estray animal was taken up by
3
'
9:W P. M.
H. E. de Oliviera, Claud, N. M. No- - 4
....11:30 P. ML,
One brown mare, 5 or 6
years old, weight about 800 lbs., wire No 8
1:25 A. M.
No- - 10
scar on left hind leg, star in face.
... 2:10 P. M.
Unbranded.
Said animal being unknown to this
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
before Feb. 13. 11. said date heimr in
days after last appearance of this ad
vertisement said estray will be sold
by this Board for the benefit of the
owner when found.
ENQRAVERS-raiOTF- Rt
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
Albuquerque, N. M.
First pub. Jan, 23, last pub. Feb. 2, 11

"Whe when are you going to dp
It?" asked his wife, a little tremulously. "I'd rather you'd get it over, and
I am sure that Tommy would!"
"Harriet," said Gunsackon, reprovingly, "I thought you knew that a
child should never be punished in the
heat of anger. Wait till all is calm
and then it can be done in cold,
Justice."
"Well, It's been several hours since
it happened," said his wife, "and I
was the one who lost my temper.
Still, you can wait till after dinner If
you like."
ATI through the meal an atmosphere
of nervous restraint enveloped the
Gunsackon table. Tommy, with stifled
sobs, made futile dabs at his plate,
occasionally raising appealing and pathetic eyes to his father's stern face.
Whenever Gunsackon caught one of
these glances he frowned .harder and
took a drink of water. Mrs. Gunsackon was pale and shaky.
After dinner Gunsackon sat down
with his paper while the agonized
Thomas hung around.
"Henry," said Mrs. Gunsackon,
meaningly. ..
Her husband coughed.
"My head
aches!" he murmured, as though he
had not heard her. "I don't believe I
I
feel Very well. I oh, Thomas!
nearly forgot you! Don't think you
are going to escape that punishment.
If my head gets better before your
bedtime I'll attend to you if not, the
first thing In the morning!"
Gunsackon read amid a strained si
lence. As eight o'clock approached he
was so deeply engrossed that he did
not notice his only son's slipping up
stairs with the stealth of a burglar.
"What! Tommy gone to bed?" he
exclaimed, in great surprise, IB mln
ntee later. "Well, it's bad to disturb
a child that's asleep! I'll attend to
him in the morning!"
Gunsackoa was Just reaching for his
hat after a hurried breakfast when, apparently, he remembered the helnous-nes- s
of his son's offense of the day be
fore. Tommy was still at the table,
"Harriet" said Gunsackon, clearing
his throat "I m afraid I haven't time
to attend to Tommy. Ill leave him In
your hands Ton needn't whip him
unless you think best Er a good
Estray Advertisement
talking to will be plenty. He's old
Notice is hereby given to whom it
enough and smart enough to under- - may concern that the following deetand. A man is apt to be too hard. scribed estray animal was taken up by
Tou can do it lots better. Ive got to H. E. de Oliviera, Cloud, N, M.
t:
,
One brown mare about 2
rush tor my train,"
years old, white streak In forehead.
To-wi- t:

even-hande-

brands

To-wi-

mur-mure- d

Guu-sacko-

No

Said animal being unknown to this
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
before Feb. 13, 11, said date being
after last appearance of this advertisement said estray will be sold
by this Board for the benefit of ths
owner when found.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
Albuquerque, N. M.
First pub. Jan. 23, last pub. Feb. 2, 11

Estray Advertisement
Notice is hereby given to whom it
to&y concern that the following deCATTLE SANITARY BOARD
scribed
estray animal was taken up by
Albuqueraue. N. M.
Albuquerque, N. M.
First pub. Jan. 23, last pub. Feb. 2, '11 E. E.t: Van Horn,
One small black stallion,
white spot in forehead, 3 years old.
No brands
Estray Advertisement
Notice is hereby given to whom it
Said animal being unknown to this
may concern that the following de Board, unless claimed by owner on or
jcribed estray animal was taken up by before Feb. 13, 11. said date being 10
01. u. H.eenan, springer. N. M.
days after last appearance of this adt:
One buckskin mare about 15 vertisement said estray will be sold
by this Board for the benefit of the
years old.
owner when found.
Branded
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
On left shoulder

Estray Advertisement
Notice Is hereby given to whom it
may concern that the following de
scribed estray animal was taken up br
A. A. Sena, East Las Vegas, N. M.
t:
One blue gray mare, about
5 or 6 years old, weighs about 900 lbs.,
left ear split, harness marks on collar.
Branded
On left Jaw
Branded
On left shoulder
Branded
'
,
On left hip
Said animal beinir unknown tn thn
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
stant?"
before Feb. 13, 11, said date being 10
"Why, Henry!" exclaimed Mrs. Gun- days after last appearance of this adsackon.
"I've never- - whipped Tommy vertisement, said estray will be Bold
since he was four and had to be by this Board for the benefit of .th
spanked! He's too big for me to han- owner when found.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
dle! Anyhow, it will do him more
Albuauermia. N. AT
good, coming from you!"
First pub. Jan. 23, last pub. Feb. 2, 11
"I suppose so," acknowledged
Judicially.

Wire scar on right shoulder, two white
hind feet, right ear split weighs about
550 lbs.

rm

tO

10-wi-

To-wi- t:

To-wi-
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ferred the whole matter to Judgon
Harmon and Fieueikk x. Judson for
an opinion, 'iuey concluded that the
court which had Issued the injuncTHE
tion was within Its rights and recommended that the Santa Fe rahroad
and its principal officers during 1903-4- ,
BOOK ABOUT THE
WAY
STARTLING CONTRAST TO DIS
which included Mr. Morton, be arTO OBTAIN SUCH A
RUPTED CUBA TORN BY IN
raigned for
contempt. How they
'
CONDITION
reacnea in is conclusion in the race
TERMAL STRIFE
of the supreme court decision to the
Kansas City, Ma, Feb.
exact contrary, to which Mr. Moody
When Uncle Sam laid low the reign
At least' -- o
called
their attention, it is difficult of the Spaniard fn the West Indies he
taTWaff"
Arthur
. ouiweu of
is
this city, president of to imagine, unless one considers mat found on his hands two islands. To
uie ivansaa City. Mexico & Orient ters apart from this particular case. one1 he
gave independence. To the oth
ID YOU EVER slop to think that
nuiroaa. who has become an author, Mr. RooBevelt, who had been familiar er he
every family
gave greater political freedom
ir. auiwell ihas written a book titled with all of the facts from the begin than
should
have
The
Optic as part of its equip
had ever existed before, but
c,
waf Is Mesmer- ning, rejected their report, wtiereat maintained a directorate. mce;
A
ment.
..
ism."
.
anriv. it onnn .a- iw ue on tne
nresH the Beef Trust was made still more
One of' these islands progressed, the
of the Bankers' Publishing
t
company of angry.
other went back.
"ew orK
For
the reasons which he hal stat
The father wants news while it is fresh, he wants to
Many things of an
American Porto Rico is a land of
unusual nature are set forth in the ed in his. report to the president, Mr
beneficent
prosperity,
laws,
industries,
be posted on what is happening so that he'may beable
book.' which is dedicated to
Andrew Moody refused to sanction contempt
weajtn, political peace
Carnegie. Many of the chapters of proceedings against individuals, ag agricultural
to
discuss
intelligently with his business acquaintances the timely events of
and harmony,
the publication are addressed to
the recommended by Messrs. Hariunand
the
Cubanized Cuba is a land of strife.
day.
rulers of the principal countries of Judson, but In order to clear the matanarchy, bankruptcy, ineffl
JiiUrope.
ter up he approved the action for disruption,
III!
cient government, legal incompetence,
Mother wants to find out what bargains are for sale at the big stores; she also
The author suggests that every na contempt of court against the Sant
barren
fields and stagnant industry.
ttnn In r,l- - ui. .u
likes to have the paper to look at in her spare time during the
railroad as a corporation'. The It is
4"ve
secretary or war, Fe
a question of time before the
only
evening.
appoint a secretary of peace, whose railroad company filed a motion to United States will
con
have
to
resume
duty it shall be to prevent war. These quash, the information. The
case trol ovr the island.
THE OPTIC fills the bill in every respect and will make itself invaluable
to
secretaries of peace should form an came up before United States Judse The contrast between
condition
the
member of your family.
international peace board, to insure Philips in St. Louis on December 4, of
every
the two Islands is marked, and
human brotheHhood among the na- 1905, and he sustained the motion to
speaks
highly of the potency of Ameri
tions of the world.
Quash the information on extctly the can drlcetlon.
Send in your subscription today and find out what is going on in Las
Vegas,
In writing of the causes of war and point which Mr. Moody (had raised in
Three-fourth- s
as large as Connect!
New
Mexico
and
the
at
world
the way to eradicate them, Mr.
large.
his communication to Messrs Har cut and
with a population of a million
says that the bankers of every mon and Judson
that, as the su or about 273 to the square mile, bless
nation are alone
responsible for preme court had viewed it. the in ed with a fertile soil and equable cli
plunging nations into contest. When Junction had been issued prior to the mate, and a
diversity of fairly well
a nation desires to make war on its passage of the Elkins act giving the
developed agricultural industries, Por
neighbor, according to Mr. Stilwell, courts authority to issue such ordeg to Rico is one of the most favored
and finds Itself so saddled with debt and that therefore it had beer with
on the globe,
Please Fill Out and Forward This Blank
as to be unable to avail Itself of Its out force from the beginning. Hut spots
The report of the bureau of Insular
armament, it has recause to the great the Judge went much further ihan affairs
gives the investment of manu
bankers, and borrows the necessary that.
facturers on the island as 25 million
capital from them. They, the author
"Taking cogiizance of the sensa dollars
Send to my address until I order it discontinued THE
contends are the real power behind tlonal association of the name:' of
Based on approximately 60 per cent
Mr. Ripley and Paul Morton with t.l e
DAILY
every throne in Europe.
OPTIC.
valuation, the total assessed value of
The great nations of the world transaction," to use his own words all
In
1909
was $121,866,140,
property
BY
spend more than $2,297,000,000 every Ihe declared from the bench that "the an Increase of $4,249,524 over the
Name.
pre
twelve months on 36 Dreadnoughts
record in the case consisting of the vious
year.
yet all of these engines of destruc- pleadings and the exhibits of e" n 'e
The total pub'ic debt is $4,175,382,
Address .
tion are marked for the scrap heap taken before the Interstate Commerce or about 3.4
per cent of the assessed
almost from the day they are com Commission, I'a'la to furnish any
valuation, and 2.9 per cent of the ac
for imputing to :hse tual
pleted. The nations are taxed almost foundation
nil
property, value.
to the breaking point to maintain this gentlemen any ersonal respo A;illtv
Reports from nine principal banks
armament yet the people live to see for the alleged Molation of the Inter show an
aggregate increase in re
them only discarded within ten years. state Commerce law."
sources of 53 per cent over 1908, and
Rehabilitated the Santa Ire.
If every Dreadnought, every gun
operations and cash on hand Indicate the land one. comes frequently upon
The Santa Fe ra lroad is one of the more
and war implement on earth today
money in the island and a larg the tumble rural house with the TRAVELING MAN TO
were to be broken up, says Mr. Stil- monuments to his energy. When he er c'rculation than ever before. Rates American
hum
flag and bright-eyed- ,
well, the greatest advance the world went wita the load on January 1, of interest on good paper have been ming children.
school- town
The
BE TRIEDFOR MURDER
has ever seen would follow. Citing the 1896, it was understood that he was reduced and conditions seem to point houses are of two stories, spacious and
to
secure
Mr.
while
traffic
the
Ripley to a still further reduction.
fact that Germany expends the sum of
good looking buildings.
Competent
devoted: himself to the operating end.
. $312,000,000 a year on her navy and
The tortl value of the foreign com teacners, both" American and "native, E. G. M'NABB ACCUSED OF KILLT6ad
a
The
.been
Just
had
through
army, the autnor Bays that for thta
merce has been increased 400 per cent have been engaged, and paid reasonING VAUGHN MAN LAST
sum the German empire could send succession of receiverships and was during the past decade, and last year able salaries.
.
,
OCTOBER
demoralized
In
discredited.
and
the
men
of
into the coun'
an army
312,000
there was a balance of trade in favor
million
Nearly nine and one-hal- f
tries of the world, allowing them a previous year it showed a deficit of of the island of $7,325,616. About 85 dollars has been expended in educaSanta Rosa, N. M., Feb. 1. Disthousand dollars a year for four years nearly $4,500,000, with gross earnings per cent of the total trade is with the tional activities during the past ten
court for the sixth Judicial district
while they learned the art of trade of not quite $22,000,000; its common United States.
3 Star Hennessy
years, and the number of pupils en
G. H. Mumms & Co.
stock had sold down to 3,1-- 2 and the
This statement is a fairly strong rolled, now exceeding one hundred trict of New Mexico will convene in
for their country's benefit.
Brandy
Pommery
16.
In the last contradiction to the
low as
GreatWeste
17 Different Brands
Mr. Stiiwell advocates the election preferred as
prevailing impres- thousand, has more than quadrupled Santa Rosa February 6. The venires
Peach Brandy
both petit and grand Juries nave
Mr. Morton was with the sion that the Porto RIcans are indoSauterners'
The natives themselves desire that the for
of a business man as president of the year that
of Bourbon and
Virginia Dare
of
been
showed
drawn
and
served.
it
The
earnings
Apple
gross
Brandy
mct
system
move
made
is
pos- Americanization of the islands, be as
lent. The contradiction
United States, condemns the
Claret
we
so
and
criminal
case
a
have
to
more
than $51,000,000
ba tried if
surplus sible, it must be admitted, however,
important
Eye,
Deidesheimer
Apricot Brandy
ment to fortify the Panama canal, and
complete and rapid as possible, and the
Laubenheimer
5 Stars
murder trial of E. G. MoNabh, a
of $5,572,862 after the payments of only by a reason of the infatuation
brand.
efforts for the general intro
your
special
designates the desire for war as the
Niersteiner
salesman
a
for
fixed charges and dividends; its com- of American activity and zest In the duction of tae
St.
Louis
traveling
California Brandy
national indigestion.
English language are
Imperial Rine Win es
mon stock was close to 90 and the native people.
house, who was arrested and held by
being made.
Port
also
White
Port Wine
Imported
On
the justice court for the killing of II.
andSherry
preferred stock was above par.
Nearly 90 per cent of the populaNature Makes Them Lazy
EVE
WEDDING
E.
HIS
ON
H.
t'ao
Morton's
date
station
P.
of
of
the
June 30, 1904,
SHOT
Harg;s,
agent
tion now "Speak de Ingllsh. English
& S. W. railway at Vaughn on the 13th
The Porto Rican, notwithstanding
New York, Feb. 1. Dr. Daniel A resignation, the road had a total surin
and
business
entirely
predominates
of October, 1910. At the preliminary
druggist, who plus of more than $19,000,000, and in the example contsantly set before him so in official circles.
Caasella, a well-to-d- o
As
is
relazy.
the
been
Yankees,
naturally
had
it
by
married
tomorrow,
the
intervening years
was to have been
The island today is thoroughly examination before the justice in Sana
ta Rosa, McNabb did not go on the
was shot twice in the forehead in his built, newly equipped. and greatly im- an American offlcialhas remarked,
healthy. Everything to be expected
office lata this afternoon. He died in proved in every, way out of the earn- native while lying in his hammock of. progressive health authorities is stand and it has never been fnven cut
C. T. FARLEY,
can pick a banana with one hand and
by the defendant's attorney, nor by
a hospital without regaining cons, ings.
being, or has been done. A system tho defendant what
sweet
a
same
at
potato
will
time
the
as
the
defense
dig
He was promptly hailed
"Ryan's
clousness.
of sewers has been Introduced, surface
man," but no one knew that this was with one foot. Nature makes them drainage given careful attention, and consist of.
Mrs. E. G. McNabb, the wife of the
not true better than Mr. Ryan him- lazy.
the water supply adequately protectThe Porto Rican, however, has oth ed
accused
self. Mr. Ryan never tried to use the
man, and on account of
against contamination.
comwas supposed to have
whom
Hargis
Equitable in any way, nor to profit er traits Which are more highly
The big revenue Industries of the
directly or indirectly, from his own- mendable. They are warmhearted, island are the sugar, tobacco and cof- been killed, is a beautiful young woman of refined appearance. She has
ership of the Hyde stock. A few men lawabiding and intelligent, honest and fee manufactures. Of the twenty-fiv- e
in business, public spirited
visited
on
her husband once or twice
themselves
who
capable
being
prided
million dollars of capital invested, the
Bad blood does not always come as
most
for
the
he
has been confined in the Sanand
since
part
Mr.
and
to
"close"
by
appreciative
profited
Ryan,
the result of careless living, or indissugar Industry Is credited with
their
bestowed
the
by
Rosa
the
to
for
ta
careful
observe
so
were
not
blessings
jail.
it,
is
condition
a
cretions ; it
The investment
or
frequently
Hargis was shot In the barber shop
inherited. Normal, healthy blood proprieties. They seemed to feel that new government. Race prejudice and In tobacco is $2,868,369; in coffee,
contains millions of tiny red corpus- because of their positions they were religious strife hardly exist. There $264,029 and other industries $1,702,-18- of L. Moore while he was putting on
his collar and tie after being shaved.
cles, which are the vitalizing and entitled to a voice in Equitable af- is no alarming intemperance. There
nourishing element of the circulation, fairs. They exerted the voice for a are no serious disputes betewen cap
was arrested five or six minMcNabb
This Is the showing which the island
their othce being to provide every
re- ital and labor and there ia no marked
utes
never
later
but
it
any
by Officer Pope. He wa8
produced
while,
has made since the famous charge up
portion of the system with its neces- sults. Mr. Morton was too
toward socialism.
in bed when arrested and in a room
tendency
In
nutriment.
and
have
been
Juan
Hill.
San
Big things
sary strength
s
of the native Porti RIc
in the Garlington building, directly
to tell them that he did not want
weak, impure blood these corpuscles
done, and still bigger things may be
or
a
ans
see
across
that
pro
therefore
are negroes,
mulattoes,
the street from the barber
their advice, but he let them
are lacking in numbers, and
has
United
States
expected. The
the blood i9 not able to supply the he never followed it
portion which is a trifle larger than "made good" in this dependency, and shop.
"Mr. Ryan is going to get a square Cuba.
proper amount of nourishment to the
the results achieved may be viewed
Bad blood manifests itself in deal
hodv.
s
of the
But the submerged
La Grippe Coughs
here," said Mr. Morton one day
with pride.
the
manv ways, With some it takes
Str&in and weaken the system and
do not typify the people any
that
was
he
reports
when
population
discussing
.
form of skin diseases and eruptions,
if not checked may develop into pneuand that with the more than the negroes of Alabama are
do
this
would
(he
and
malarious,
bilious
FolNo
Decome
when
others
danger of this
Sedentary habits, lack of outdoor monia.
with sallow complexions, torpid liver, society for his own advantage. "But," typical southerners. The truly repre exercise, insufficient mastication of ey's Honey and Tar is taken promptly.
whites.
the
are
13 a reliable family medicine for all
T?ad blood oroduces Rheumatism, he added, as his face hardened, "the sentative Porto RIcans
food, constipation, a torpid liver, wor- It
s
are going to get a mostly of pure Spanish descent. In ry and anxiety, are the most common coughs and colds, and acts quickly and
Catarrh, Sores and Ulcers, Scrofula
and like troubles. Nothing is equal square deal too. If the time ever all the towns are numbers of finely causes of stomach trouble3. Correct effectively In cases of croup. Refuse
to S. S. S. as a remedy for bad blood; comes when I can't give it to them educated and talented men, and re your habits and take Chamberlain's subsititues. O. G. Schaefer and Red
Liver Tablets and you Cross Drug Co.
Stomach
it ia the greatest of all blood purifiers, 111
fined and attractive
women, whose will soon and
,
get out."
be well again. For sale by
oossessin? noi
lives
whose
homes
reflect
culture
and
the qualities
all druggists.
When her child is in danger a woI only
I
conform to honorable and rational
IN A ROMANCE?
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to cleanse and
man will risk her life to protect It.
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I HC
ourifv the blood,
No great act of heroism or risk of life
An Inquiry In- standards.
New York, Feb.
Remember
Name
the
Is necessary to protect a child from
but composed oi to 'the sanity of Mrs. Eleanor Scott
The island is today the scene of the
and Tar for all coughs, croup.
Give Chamberlain s
Cough
roots, herbs and Ongley, the. old and wealthy Brook most scientific and determined cam- Foley's Honey
and colds, for croup, bronchitis, Remedy and all danger is avoided.
barks that tone
in
land
ever
10
SS3
any
against hoarseness and for racking la grippe For sale by all druggists.
last paign
waged
lyn woman who December
up every part of eloped with H. K. Ongley, 16 years Illiteracy. In 1898 87 per cent of the coughs. ,No opiates. Refu&e substi-tuethe system, and her
O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross
Justice population .were unable to read or
junior, began before
assist in the cre- Drug Co.
the
of
Now
a
write.
the
in
majority
great
a
Brooklyn
S. S. S Blackmar and Jury
,.f Mtvwl nutriment.
- vhonmntism. Catarrh, Skin supreme court today. The proceedings natives over 10 years of age can read
How to cure a cold Is a question In
i
.
d Ulcers, Scrofula, were brought by her brother, Geo. W. the newspapers.
which many are interested just now.
Disear.es, Sores
blood
whom
with
other
Chamberlain's
a
de
all
broker,
Cough
has
and
English"'
wealthy
Scott,
"Speak
Remedy
Blood Poison
A large number of comfortable won Its great reputation and immense
for backache, rheumatism, kidney or bladder trouble, and urinary irregularities.
S. S. S. makes good blood, she lived. Mr. Scott said his sister
of
and good blood makes togood heaiin, often
spells of obsentminded school buildings have been erected and ?faleaby
Foley Kidney Pills purify the blood, restore lost vitality and vigor. Refuse substitutes
all.
always be depended upon. For
Book on the blood free
ness.
FOR 8ALE BY O. G. SCHAEFER AND RED CROSS DRUG CO.
properly equipped. Traveling through I gale by a,j aruggjstg.
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FRIDAY and
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All high grade tonics used al Nol
ette's barber shop.

SATURDAY

Apple dumplings with regular sup
per at White Kitchen tonight, 25c

FEBRUARY and, 3rd and 4th

Gallon Cans' of Pie

Fruit

An excellent variety of the popular
ATiation caps Just received at Ro- senwald's.

IN
PEACHES
PEARS
PLUMS

Daft C
Ifir
VCtll OUt

lei

Automobile, carriage and
sign
painting by a practical painter. 42J
Grand avenue.

PIE PLANT

GRAPES
APPLES

GREEN GAGES
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yu want every can
guaranteed.

or Main
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White Cleaned
Oats.;
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LasVegas Roller Mills
Phone Main 131
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Las Vegas, N. M.

No briefer session has ever been
We have one set of double harness, held by the district court than that ol
with collars, for sale now at $16 this morning. On account of the absence of Judge Clarence J. Roberts it
Gehring Hardware Co.
was Impossible to transact business.
The Fraternal Union will give a John Joerns, clerk of the court, for'
dance tonight in its hall for the mem mally opened and closed the tribunal,
bers of the lodge and their friends.
declaring It adjourned until February
when it is sent to ua. We take
7.
This formality had to be observed
all
the work, the bother and the
Ed Thomas, one of the mail car- as the court was adjourned until to
worry from your shoulders. And
riers for the East Las Vegas post-- day by Judge Roberts several weeks
how much more comfortable it
office, is ill with an attack of grip ago.
makes Monday for all the famand is unable to carry his route.
ily, not to have the washing in
Several cases of grip have been re
the house.
C. H. Baily, who has been laid up ported here during the past several
with, a badly sprlned ankle for a days. The disease, however, is of a
We call for your week's washcouple of days, was able to hobble mild form and doesn't cause its vicing regularly and promptly. We
down town to his store this morn tims much discomfort. Las Vegas has
wash all the clothes, starch' the
.
ing.
escaped the general epidemic of grip
pieces that need it, dry all the
that has prevailed this year.' In sevclothes and iron and fold, ready
Boots and shoes made to order for eral cities in Missouri and Kansas
for use ,the bed and table linen,
towels and other flat pieces.
cripples a specialty. My old custom- there have been as many as ten per
ers and the public are generally In- cent of the people HI with grip at the
You know our process is sanvited to call and see me. Joe Mar same time.
itary and safe. You will appretin 521 Sixth street.
ciate too, it's reliability, quick-nes- s
Las Vegas should not kick about
and the quality of our
Frand Le Due, the veteran West drouth when New York, on the east,
work.
side tailor, who has been ill for sever and Lamy, on the south, are both sufSee our "Rough Dry" list for
al days, Is again able to be out. Mr. fering from a real "dry spell." At
Le Due is 71 years of age but says New York it is reported by the papers
prices, and try us next week.
a real water famine is about to en
he doesn't feel much over 17.
sue. The wells at Lamy have almost
Las Vegas Steam Laundry
Victor Padilla', who recently was gone dry and the Santa Fe is said to
married, has begun keeping house in be preparing to haul water there for
Phone Main 81.
a residence on the West side near the use of El Ortiz hotel.
old Jesuit college. Padilla Is an em
The commission recently appointed
ploye of the Gross Kelly company.
by Judge Clarence J. Roberts to ap- FREDERICKS
FREE
The Woman's Guild of St. Paul's praise the land in the Peterson canMemorial church will hold a sale of yon which the Agua Pura company de
homemade bread, cakes, salads, etc., sires to use as a reservoir site, has FROM PERJURY CHARGE
at Potter's on Saturday, February 4, prepared its report. This will be pre
beginning at 2 o'clock. There will sented to Judge Roberta when he CASE DISMISSED
BY JUDGE MUR
also be a few aprons for sale.
comes to Las Vegas at the adjournRAY
FOR
LACK
OF EVIment of the supreme court, which is
DENCE
Reservation of tickets for the Flor now in session in Santa Fe.
ence Maybrick lecture Friday even
All the cottages at the Valmora In
Justice of the Peace D. R. Murray
ing were begun this morning. Today
and tomorrow seats will be reserved dustrial sanatorium are filled and the this afternoon dismissed the case
for railroad employes only. Friday institution is occupied to capacity, against G. J. Fredericks, who was artne general public will be given an according to Dr. W. T. Brown, su rested several days ago on a charge
of perjury. Insufficient evidence was
opportunity to secure tickets, should perintendent, who was hero
from Watrous. Dr. Brown says thee the cause of the dismissal. The com
any remain.
will not be room for another patient plaint against Fredericks was
brought
by Dr. W. T. Brown of the Valmora
Many people throughout the county for at least a Week. ,
are digging their wells deeper, the
Industrial Sanatorium. Several months
Several Indians from Santa Fe coun- ago the two men had a disagreement
extremely dry weather of the fall and
winter having made such action advls-al- e ty were In Las Vegas today peddl- concerning the sale of a sheep. After
if not altogether necessary. The ing their crockery and Jewelry. The the affairs CI the Valmora ranch had
hardware men are selling considerable aborigines proved quite an attrac- been settled, according to the story,
Fredericks' brought
quantities of powder for use in well tion to the tourists.
suit against
Brown for the collection of the Drlce
digging and deepening.
Tomorrow is New Mexico day, of the sheep. Brown maintained tha
Nick Papen has purchased a race the anniversary of the signing of sheep had been sold to the ranch com
horse. Papen's friends say he ia the treaty under which this terri- pany and not to him personally, Fredlooking for a horse that he thinks tory became a part of the United ericks, it is said, swore that he sold
his animal can beat but has not yet States.
the sheep directly to Brown and did
not know of the existence of the Valsucceeded in doing so. Papen exThe missionary tea of the Meth- mora ranch company. It was for this
pects to put his horse in the several
race meets that are being planned for odist church 'will be held at the alleged offense the action was brought.
home of Mrs. Frank H. H. Roberts, The amount of money involved in th
the spring and summer.
509 Fifth street,
Thursday
suit broughj; by Fredericks was $5.30.
"Prince Tatem", is going to leave
us. This morning he settled his acBOXBALL NOTES'
D. W. Lusk, city editor, of The
counts with Police Judge Murray
Last
week's
grip-Hof
an
is
with
ill
prizes were won by F.
attack,
and was released. The Prince says he Optic,
first.
Doolin,
156. Ed O'Brien
Score
to
to
able
be
however,
expects,
is going to Raton. Tihat city is said
and G. A. Ball were tied for second
to be planning a celebration upon be at his desk 'tomorrow.
with a score of 148. Mrs.
his arrival.
The mayor may make
Apple dumplings with regular meal won the box of fancy bon bons, her
a speech and the band may play. The
score being 123. For this week Dick
at White Kitchen tonight, 25c.
prince may be presented with a
Green leads with a score of 162.
drum and requested to "beat it"
SNEEZED UNTIL SCHOOL CLOSED This is the highest score that has
Reading, Pa., Feb,. V Physicians been made since the alleys were
are puzzled as to "the cause of an epi- opened here. Ed O'Brien Is second
demic of sneezing in a school of forty with a score of 146.
On Thursday night from 8 until 12,
girls taught by M'ss Rosa Ernst of this
will have its first progressive
school
Vegas
fest
has
The
city.
sneezing
lasted" more than two weeks. Since the boxball party. The alleys have been
school has been closed, the girls at rented for thl soccasion and .during
home have continued sneezing. Em' these hours will not be open to the
ma E., Dunkelberger, one of them, Is public. Nice prizes will be given to
inder a doctor's care and her condi the couple winning the largest num
Buy your oranges in tion is alarming. Her sneezing spelb ber of games.
an hour or" more. She sneezes
Far more eco- last
from 29 to 30 times
a" minute. MEXICAN REVOLT RECOGNIZED
Relief is only temporary. The condinomical
them
El Paso, Tex., Feb. 1. The United
buying
tion of many others is equally bad. States has
given official recognition
They have lost considerably in weight. to the disturbed conditions of Mexico
by the dozen.
by notifying postofflees not to Issue
COLLECTED WITH A REVOLVER
money orders to all places in the state
We will furnish you Iola, Kan., Febl. Jack Burke, a of Chihuahua In rebel hands.
Gas City restaurant beeper, was sen
with
size for $3 50 tenced to serve a sentence of from
one to five years in the penitentiary
Remember the Name
per box $1.75 for one-ha- lf by',Judge Foust In the district court Foley s Honey and Tar for all coughs,
4
and colds, 'for croup, bronchitis,
1 thlj afternoon. Burke, who was col hoarseness
box.
and for racking la grippe
lecting, met a delinquent customer in
coughs. ,, No .opiates. Refuse substifront of 'a crowded theater and fired. tute. 0. G. Schaefer and Red Cross
v
Th bullet missed, but the customer jjrUg CO. i
paid. . Burke said the discharge of the
gun was an accident. A jury, howTony Faust Budwelser beer is
ever, found him guilty Of, an assautl on tap at the Opera Bar and Is one
with intent to kin.
of the finest draft beers served over
any bar in' the city.
Finch's Golden Wedding Rye, aged
in the wood. Direct from distillery
Best draught beer In the dtJ. t
GROCER.
to you. At the LohhyJof course.
tbe Lobby, of course.

The

First National Bank
of

Las Vegas, New Mexico
First National Bank Building,
Sixth Street

JEFFERSON RAYNOLDS, President
E. D. RAYNOLDS, - - - Cashier
HALLETT RAYNOLDS, As't Cashier
General Banking Business transacted.
Interest paid on Time Deposits.
Issues Domestic and Foreign Exchange.
A

Sweet Peas

White

Pink

Beautiful and Fragrant

$1.00 PER HUNDRED
V

'

Perry Onion & Son
Store Phone Main

462,

Ranch Phone 276.

FOR THE BEST OF
x

Beef

Mutton
Porfc

Sausages
All Kinds
Fish
GO TO THE

Pickles, Etc.

.

Oranges

We should like to supply the business
men of this town with stylish,
g,
Regals. You'll
find Regals comfortable, serviceable
satisfactory in every way.

--

Footwear

r(

I

long-weari-

ng

$500

GREENBERGER
iVA Square Deal'
t

0000-0000000-

n

IfOU

y7

r

a

Kitchen

Cabinet as cheap

in Las Vegas! as you can
in Chicago. Come in and

examine them.-

-

It is a pleasnre for us to show our

J.

goods-

-

JOHNSEN & SON

C.

Exclusive Agents.

Pure Ice Manufactured
From Distilled Water
CRYSTAL ICE CO.
Phone Main 227.,

SCREENED ce!e!5s LUMP
Anthracite CoaJJJsizes.
V

.

Steam Coal.
Sawed Wood and Kindling.

DFW. CONDON
'

Foot of Main St
-

"

Phone Main 2 1

'

r

JUST RECEIVED
.

;

A complete assortment of
Lindquist Cracker Co's.
star line of

Fancy Crackers
For Extreme
Comfort Wear

Pilgrim Tea Biscuit

Martha V
Washington
Comfort Shoes
All widths and'sizes
Two different styles

,

i

BUY

CAN

Hoosier

'

0

STEAMS

r

,

quantity;
than

Graaf 8 Hay ward Co; Store I,
WE ALWAYS HAVE THE BEST OP EVERYTHING EATABLE

ar

snug-fittin-

Business"--

$450

ready-to-we-

'

any

Veal
Chicken

shoes stand
under
of everythe
continual
strain
up
do.
wear
as
day
Regals

Most
Serviceable

to-la-

The

..'

Z

No, other

Washing

THE STORE THAT'S ALWAYS BUSY
193

Food cooked in "Fulper-- ' casseroles, and earthenware has never even
a suspicion of taste of iron or tin about it; it can b left in the vessel
indefiniiely without causing ptomaine or lead poisoning. It is true that
imported earthenwear is made with a lead glaze, owing to methods used
abroad in manufacturing.
If this sort of glaze cracks, some of the lead
is ape to get into the food, and may cause serious trouble to those partaking of it. But with Fulper earthenware, all the parts of the vessel which
come in contact with the food are covered with glaze which has no lead in
It whatever.
It is desireable therefore to see that every piece of earthenware you by has the name "Fulper" stamped on the bpttom.
For Sale by

No More Bother
with your

AT

Phone Main

REGAL SHOES

Lead Poisoning:

PRICES $2.25 to $2.50

Romero Merc Co.

i,

Queen Salted Wafers
Vanilla Wafers
Ginger Wafers
Peanut Wafers
Cocoanut Almond
Wafers
Fig Bars
' Lemon Wafers
"Smart Set" Soda
Wafers
'Vienna Biscuit.
....

BOUCHER'S?
THE COFFEE MAN

